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IN MEMORY OF DAVID TOPPING 
Let A be a Jordan algebra over the reals which is a Banach space with respect 
to a norm satisfying the requirements: (i) 11 a 0 b I/ Q II a II II b II, (ii) II a2 II = II a V, 
(iii) II a2 II < /I a2 + bZ Ij for a, b E A. It is shown that A possesses a unique norm 
closed Jordan ideal J such that A/J has a faithful representation as a Jordan 
algebra of self-adjoint operators on a complex Hilbert space, while every 
“irreducible” representation of A not annihilating J is onto the exceptional 
Jordan algebra MS8. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the main results in Banach algebra theory is the Gelfand-Neumark 
theorem which asserts that an abstractly defined B*-algebra has a faithful 
isometric representation as a concrete C*-algebra. The proof, which is obtained 
by taking the direct sum of the GNS-representations due to all states of the 
algebra, fails for Jordan algebras because multiplication is nonassociative. 
Indeed, the analogous result must be false for Jordan algebras, because it 
appears to be impossible in any reasonable way to exclude the exceptional 
Jordan algebra &$*--the Hermitian 3 x 3 matrices over the Cayley numbers; 
cf. Lemma 9.4 below. 
The classical representation theorem, which takes care of the exceptional case 
Mss, was proved by Jordan, von Neumann, and Wigner in 1934 [15]. They 
classified the finite-dimensional simple Jordan algebras over the reals, which 
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were formally real, i.e., a2 + b2 + . .. + c2 = 0 implies a = b = ... = c = 0. 
Except for Ma* these algebras were all represented as Jordan algebras of self- 
adjoint operators acting on a complex Hilbert space. 
The purpose of the present paper is to prove a Jordan-Banach algebra version 
of the theorem of Jordan, von Neumann, and Wigner. Our assumptions will be 
quite close to those of Segal [25]; see also [5]. We shall assume the Jordan 
algebra A has identity, always denoted by 1, and is a Banach space with respect 
to a norm 11 j/ having the following three algebraic properties: If  a, b E A then 
N II a 0 b II d II a II II b II, 
(ii> II a2 II = II a 112, 
(iii) II a2 II < II a2 + b2 II, 
where 0 denotes the Jordan product. An equivalent definition is order-theoretic 
and states that (A, 1) is a complete order-unit space such that a2 > 0 for all 
a E A, and -1 < a < 1 * a2 < 1. In analogy with the name B*-algebra we 
shall call a Jordan algebra as above a JB-algebra. The analogs of concrete 
C*-algebras have been called JC-algebras by Topping [30], and are by definition 
norm closed Jordan algebras of self-adjoint operators on a complex Hilbert 
space. The structure of JC-algebras is quite well understood, and is close to that 
of C*-algebras; see [ll, 27-311. 
Our main result, Theorem 9.5, asserts that the study of JB-algebras can be 
reduced to that of JC-algebras and the exceptional one Mss. More formally it 
states that there is a Jordan ideal J in a JB-algebra A such that A/J has a faithful 
isometric representation as a JC-algebra, and every “irreducible” Jordan 
representation of A not annihilating J is onto Msg. 
Our proof of this result follows well-known paths, but is somewhat lengthy 
because we have to develop the necessary techniques on the way. The proof, and 
thus the paper, is divided into eight parts as fdllows. 
In Section 2 we give the formal definition of a JB-algebra A and prove the 
basic results. In Section 3 we construct the enveloping JB-algebra A of A, 
which is the analog of the second dual so successfully used in C*-algebra 
theory. A turns out to be a monotone complete JB-algebra with “sufficiently 
many” normal states. In the following sections we let M be a JB-algebra with 
the same properties as A. In Section 4 we study commutativity in M and the 
projection lattice, and in Section 5 the center of M. Of main interest is the case 
of JB-factors, i.e., the case when the center is the scalars. If  p is a state of A, i.e., 
a positive linear functional such that p(l) = 1, then its central support c(p) can 
be defined in d If we cut down riT by c(p) we obtain a map qD: A -+ AC(~), 
which is a Jordan homomorphism of A onto a dense JB-algebra. v0 plays part 
of the role of the GNS-representation in C*-algebras. If  p is pure, then the 
strong closure of v,,(A) is a JB-factor. 
In Section 6 we develop the necessary comparison theory for idempotents in a 
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J&factor with the aim of proving the important halving lemma, which states 
that except in the simplest cases the identity can be split into two equivalent 
idempotents. 
From the theory of JC-algebras we know that the so-called spin factors, which 
are the JW-factors of type I, (see [28] or [31]), have to be treated separately. 
This we do in Section 7. Then in Section 8 the other possible kinds of J&factors 
are studied, and we use the halving lemma to conclude they are all Jordan 
matrix algebras. Thus, except for the exceptional algebra MS8 and the spin 
factors, we can construct an “honest” GNS-representation for each pure state. 
As a consequence we show that if p is a pure state, then the strong closure of 
v,(A) is isomorphic to a JC-algebra, unless it is the exceptional algebra. 
In order to complete the proof of the main theorem, we begin Section 9 by 
showing that the quotient of a J&algebra by a norm closed Jordan ideal is itself 
a J&algebra. Then the desired ideal is found by letting it essentially consist of 
those elements in the algebra which do not satisfy the so-called s-identities of 
Glennie [12]. In particular, it follows that A itself is (isometrically isomorphic to) 
a JC-algebra if and only if all elements of A satisfy the s-identities. 
2. DEFINITION AND B~src PROPERTIES OF ~&ALGEBRAS 
DEFINITION. A JB-algebra is a Jordan algebra A over the reals with identity 
element 1 equipped with a complete norm satisfying the following requirements 
for a, bEA: 
II a 0 b II < II a II II b II, (2-l) 
II a2 II = II a 112, (2.2) 
II a2 II < II a2 + b2 II. (2.3) 
We recall (cf., e.g., [3]) that an order-unit space is a partially ordered normed 
vector space with a distinguished order unit 1 which is Archimedean in that 
na < 1 for 12 = 1,2,... implies a < 0, and with the norm given by 
II a/j = inf{X > 0 I --hl < a < hl}. (2.4) 
THEOREM 2.1. If A is a JB-algebra, then the set A2 of all squares in A is a 
proper convex cone organizing A to a (norm) complete order-unit space whose 
distinguished order unit is the multiplicative identity element and whose norm is the 
given one, and such that for a E A 
-l<a<l implies 0 <a2 < 1. (2.5) 
Conversely, if A is a complete order-unit space equipped with a Jordan product for 
which the distinguished order unit acts as an identity element and such that require- 
ment (2.5) is satisjed, then A is a JB-algebra in the order-unit norm (2.4). 
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Proof. 1. Suppose first that A is a J&algebra. 
For given a E A the polynomials in a will form an associative subalgebra (see, 
e.g., [13, p. 36j), and by (2.1) the closure of this algebra is a commutative Banach 
algebra: the Banach algebra C(a) generated by a and 1. 
By elementary theory of Banach algebras (binomial series for square roots), 
the following implication is valid for b E A: 
~~b[~<1~1+b=d2 for some d E C(b). (2.6) 
We claim that for a E A the following four statements are equivalent: 
Il~l--ll <a for all 01 3 /j u 11, (2.7) 
II al - a II < cx for some 01 > I/ a 11, (2.8) 
a = 8 for some c E C(a), (2.9) 
aEA2. (2.10) 
The implication (2.7) * (2.8) is trivial. 
To prove (2.8) * (2.9) we suppose that I/ arl - a 11 < 01 for given 01 > 11 a I/. 
Writing b = &a - I and applying (2.6), we get 1 + b = d2 with d E C(b) = 
C(a). Defining c = o11i2dE C(a), we obtain a = ol(l + b) = old2 = c2. 
The implication (2.9) 3 (2.10) is again trivial. 
To prove (2.10) * (2.7) we suppose a = c2. Let 01 > II a 11 and now define 
b = --cy+z. By (2.6), 1 + b = d2 with d E C(a). Defining f = o1112d, we obtain 
al-u=a(l+b)=ad2=f2. 
Hence al = c2 + f 2. Using the equation above together with (2.3) and (2.2), 
we now find 
II ct.1 - a II = Ilf” II G II c2 +f” II = 41 1 II = (11. 
To prove that A2 is a convex cone, we only have to verify that A2 + A2 C AZ. 
To this end we consider two elements a, b in A2, and we write 01 = II a 11, j3 = [I b I]. 
BY (2.7) 
II(a + B)1 - (a + b)ll < II al - a II + II B1 - b II < (y. + /‘A 
and since 01 + /3 > 11 a + b \I we can apply (2.8) to conclude that a + b E A2. 
It is easy to see that the cone A2 is proper, i.e., A2 n (-A2) = {O}. In fact, 
if us = -b2 then a2 = 0 by virtue of (2.3), and then a = 0 by (2.2). 
A partial ordering is now defined on A by writing a < b when b - a E A2. 
By (2.6) the inequalities 1 + a > 0 and 1 - a > 0 are valid when Ij a I/ < 1. 
Hence we have the implication 
~~a~I<l~-l<a<l, 
from which it follows that 1 is an order unit. 
(2.11) 
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To prove Archimedicity we first note that A2 is closed, since by the mutual 
equivalence of (2.7)-(2.10) it can be expressed as 
A2 = {a E A I II a II > II II a II 1 - a !I>. 
Now, if na < 1 for n = 1, 2 ,..., then d, = n-l1 - a E A2, and so 
dist(A2, -u) < /j d, + a jl = n-l 11 1 11 = n-r 
for n = 1, 2,... . Hence --a E (A2)- = A2, and so a < 0. 
To verify (2.5) we assume - 1 < a < 1. By definition of the ordering a2 3 0; 
so we only have to prove a2 < 1. Now 1 - a2 = (1 - LZ) 0 (1 + a) with the 
factors on the right side both positive. By the equivalence of (2.9) and (2.10) there 
exist elements c, d in C(a) such that 1 - a = c2 and 1 + a = d2. By the 
associativity of C(a), 1 - a2 = c2 0 d2 = (c 0 d)2. Hence 
2 + (c 0 d)2 = 1. (2.12) 
Thus a2 < 1, and (2.5) is proved. 
Continuing from (2.12) and making use of (2.2) and (2.3), we also find 
II a II2 = II a2 II < II a2 + (c 0 dJ2 II = II 1 II = 1. 
Hence we have proved the implication 
-1 <a < 13 Ijail < 1. (2.13) 
By (2.11) and (2.13) th e order-unit norm of A coincides with the given norm, 
and the first part of the proof is complete. 
2. Suppose next that A is a complete order-unit space and a Jordan algebra 
for which the distinguished order unit is an identity element, and suppose also 
that (2.5) is satisfied. 
Consider two elements a, b in A such that 11 a I/ < 1 and Ij b II < 1. Now 
I[ &(a + b)ll < 1 and II +(a - b)ll < 1. Hence -1 < &(a $ b) < 1 and - 1 < 
+(a - b) < 1. By (2.5), 0 < [&(a + b)]2 < 1 and 0 < [$(a - b)12 < 1. Hence 
and so 
Now we have proved that (/ a (1 < 1 and 1) b 11 < 1 impIy Ij a o 6 I/ < 1. From 
this (2.1) follows. 
607/28/1-2 
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Assume next 11 a2 11 < 1. Now a2 6 1, and since all squares are positive by 
(2.5), we obtain 
a = &z” + 1 - (a - 1)2] < +[a” + I] < 1 
and 
a = +[(a + 1)2 - u2 - l] 3 &[-a” - I] 3 -1, 
which gives -1 < a < 1, i.e., I/ a 11 < 1. 
Now we have proved that 11 u2 (1 < 1 implies /) a /I2 < 1. From this (2.2) 
follows. 
Finally it follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that for arbitrary a E A 
jl u2 11 = inf{h > 0 I 0 < a2 < Al} 
,< inf(h > 0 I 0 6 a2 + b2 d Xl> = II a2 + 62 II- 
This establishes inequality (2.3), and the proof is complete. 1 
COROLLARY 2.2. If  A is a JB-algebra, then A is formully red; i.e.; 
&ui2 =Oimpliesui =Ofori = l,..., n. 
Proof. Suppose that I& ui2 = 0 and let 1 < k < n. Since A2 is a convex 
cone, there exists b E A such that xi+l, ui2 = b2. By (2.2) and (2.3) 
II 4 II2 = II Uk2 II < II aIc2 + b2 II = 0, 
and the corollary is proved. j 
Note that our axiom (2.2) is analogous to the “B*-condition” in the theory of 
involutive Banach algebras, and that the above verification that A2 is a convex 
cone is similar to the original proof by Kelley and Vaught [18] for the corre- 
sponding statement for abstract B*-algebras. 
Note also that our axiom (2.3) has been used before, e.g., by Arens [5] and by 
Segal [25] (in a slightly different version involving sums with more than two 
terms). By this axiom one can never decrease the norm of a square by adding 
another square; a fact which was used in an essential way in the above proof that 
every JB-algebra is formally real. However, there exist normed Jordan algebras 
which are formally real and satisfy all requirements for a JB-algebra except (2.3). 
One such example is the real subalgebra of the disk algebra consisting of func- 
tions with real values on the real axis. 
It is possible to replace our axioms (2.1)-(2.3) by equivalent systems of axioms 
in various ways. One possibility is to keep (2.2) and to replace (2.1) and (2.3) by 
the following axiom (also used by Segal [25]): 
II a2 - b2 II < m4ll a2 II, II b2 II). (2.14) 
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Another possibility is to keep (2.1) and (2.2) and to replace (2.3) by the require- 
ment that 1 + a2 be an invertible element in the Banach algebra C(a) for all 
a E A. The equivalence of the various approaches is proved by arguments similar 
to those in the proof of Theorem 2.1, and we omit the details. 
Examples of J&algebras are the so-called JC-algebras, i.e., the norm closed 
Jordan algebras of self-adjoint operators on a complex Hilbert space, and the 
exceptional algebra Mas consisting of all Hermitian 3 x 3 matrices over the 
Cayley numbers; see [26]. 
We will now establish some of the basic properties of J&algebras. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If A is a JB-algebra and M is a closed associative subalgebra 
contailting 1, in particular if M = C(a) f or a E A, then M is isometrical<y (order- 
and algebra-) isomorphic to C(X) for some compact Hausdorfl space X. 
Proof. Note first that if a, b are positive elements of M, then it follows from 
the equivalence of (2.9) and (2.10) that there exist c E C(a) C M and d E C(b) C M 
such that a = c2 and b = d2. By the associativity of M, a 0 b = (c 0 d)2. Hence 
we have the implication 
a>O, b>,O and a,bEM * aob&O. (2.15) 
Now the proposition will follow by application of Stone’s theorem on functional 
representation of partially ordered algebras (see [16, Sect. 31). 1 
Recall that an element a of a Jordan algebra A with identity is called invertible 
with b as an inverse if a 0 b = 1 and a2 0 b = a (cf. [13, p. 511). This notion 
reduces to the customary one for special algebras, i.e., for Jordan algebras which 
can be embedded in an associative algebra with product ab in such a way that 
a 0 b = $(ab + ba), by virtue of the equivalence (proved in [13, p. 511) 
aob=l, &Job-a CJ ab = ba = 1. (2.16) 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let a, b be elements of a JB-algebra A. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
a is invertible with inverse b in the Jordan algebra A, (2.17) 
a is invertible with inverse b in the Banach algebra C(a). (2.18) 
Proof. 1. Assume first (2.17). By the Shirshov-Cohn theorem [13, p. 481 
the Jordan subalgebra M0 generated by a, b, and 1 is special. By (2.16), 
ab = ba = 1; in particular, a, b are commuting elements with respect to the 
associative product of the special algebra M0 . By definition any two elements 
c, d of M, are (“Jordan-” and hence also “associative-“) polynomials in a, b, and 
1; since a and b commute, the two polynomials c and d will also commute; i.e., 
cd = dc, and therefore c 0 d = cd. Hence the two products defined in M0 will 
coincide, and M,, must be an associative subalgebra of the given Jordan algebra -4. 
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By continuity of the Jordan product (axiom (2.1)) the closure M of M,, is also 
an associative subalgebra of A, and by Proposition 2.3, Mr C(X) for some 
compact HausdorfI space X. Now b is the inverse of a in the Banach algebra 
iV2 g C(X), and it follows by elementary theory of commutative Banach algebras 
that b is a norm limit of polynomials in a and 1, i.e., b E C(a). 
2. Assume next (2.8). Th en a 0 b = 1, and by associativity of C(a) also 
u2.b = ao(uob) = a. This completes the proof. 1 
For a given element a of a J&algebra A we define the spectrum of a to be the 
set o(a) of all h E R such that a - hl is not invertible. By Proposition 2.4, u(u) 
is the same as the spectrum of a with respect to the Banach algebra C(u). Hence 
the spectrum of an element a of a J&algebra A will enjoy all properties of 
spectra in real Banach algebras isomorphic to C(X). In particular, ~(a) is a 
nonempty compact subset of R such that: 
II a II = sup I x I7 
AEdd 
U>O iff  u(u) C R+, 




Moreover, we can identify the compact set Xin the isomorphism C(X) s C(u) 
with the spectrum of the generator a. Then the isomorphic image of the identity 
function (5 it 0 on u(u) will be a itself, and more generally the image of any 
polynomial n will be n(u). For an arbitrary v  E C(a(u)) the isomorphic image of 
v  is denoted by ~(a). Thus, we have a well-behaved (continuous) functional 
calculus in A. 
An important composition in a Jordan algebra is given by the Jordan triple 
product [13, p. 36] 
{abc} = (u 0 b) 0 c - (c 0 u) 0 b + (b 0 c) 0 a, (2.22) 
which reduces, if the algebra is special with a 0 b = &(ub + bu), to 
(abc} = g(uzJc + cbu). (2.23) 
In particular, (ubu} = ubu in a special Jordan algebra. In any Jordan algebra we 
shall denote the linear mapping x t-+ {axu} by U, . Thus 
u,x = 2u 0 (u 0 x) - u2 0 x. (2.24) 
The following two identities are valid in any Jordan algebra: 
({ubu}x{ubu}} = {u{b{uxu)b}u}, (2.25) 
{bub}2 = {b{ub%)b}. (2.26) 
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We shall indicate the proofs, since they provide an opportunity to present a 
general method which will be used repeatedly in the sequel. First one applies 
(2.13) to verify that the identities hold in any special algebra. Then one makes use 
of Macdonald’s theorem [13, p. 411, by which every polynomial Jordan identity in 
three variables and 1 which is of degree at most 1 in one of these and holds for 
all special Jordan algebras is valid for all Jordan algebras. 
For later references we state the following result whose proof involves (2.25) 
in an essential way (see [13, p. 521 for details): 
PROPOSITION 2.5. An element a of a Jordan algebra is invertible z$f the inverse 
operator U;’ exists; in this case a has the unique inverse b = lJ,-‘a and U, = U;‘. 
By (2.25) the operator identity Utaba) = UaU,U, holds for every pair a, b of 
elements in a Jordan algebra, and therefore U6ia) exists i f f  U;’ and UC’ exist. 
Hence we have the following: 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let a, b be elements of a Jordan algebra. Then {aba} is 
invertible a# a and b are both invertible. 
Our next result will be an important tool in the sequel. But first some notation: 
The set of invertible elements of a J&algebra A will be denoted by A,, , the set 
of positive elements of A by A+ (in fact A+ = A2), and the set of positive elements 
of A, by A,,+ . Note that A,+ is a conzlex subset of A by (2.21). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. For every element a of a JB-algebra A the operator U, is 
positive, i.e., U,(A+) C A+. 
Proof. 1. We shall first prove that if a E A,, , then U,(A,+) C A+. 
Suppose not; then for some a E A, there exists b E U,(A,+) such that b $ A+. 
By (2.20) there exists h, E u(b) such that h, < 0. Now we can write 0 as a proper 
convex combination of h, and 1, say 0 = th, + (1 - t), where 0 < t < 1. 
Applying the linear function v(X) = th + (1 - t) to the scalar h, at the left side 
of the inclusion h, E u(b) and also to the element b E A at the right side of the 
same inclusion, we find 
0 = cp(h,J E a(v(b)) = a(tb + (1 - t)l). 
Hence tb + (1 - t)l is not invertible. 
At this point we note that 1 E U,(A,+). In fact, if c is the inverse of a, then 
c E C(a) by Proposition 2.4, and since C(a) is associative we have 
1 = (a 0 c) 0 (c 0 a) = {ac”a} E U,(A,+). 
Since A,,+ is convex and Ua is a linear map, the set U&A,+) is also convex. 
Hence 
tb + (1 - t)l E &(A,+) C U,(A,). 
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But it follows from Corollary 2.6 that for invertible a, U,(A,) C A, . By the 
relation above tb + (1 - t)l must be invertible, a contradiction. 
2. We shall next prove that if a E A,, then U,(A+) C A+. 
By Definition (2.24) and Ax iom (2.1), U, is a continuous operator on A. By 
(2.21), A,+ is dense in A+. From this and from the first part of the proof the 
conclusion follows. 
3. Now we consider an arbitrary a E A, and again we shall first prove 
U,(A,+) CA+. 
We consider an arbitrary element c of A, + . Since c is positive and invertible, 
it has an invertible square root b E C(c) E C(X) (Propositions 2.3 and 2.4). 
Thus c = b2, with b E A, . 
By (2.26): 
U,Ua(b2) = (bab}2 > 0. (2.27) 
Let d E A, be inverse of 6. By Proposition 2.5, UC’ exists and is equal to U, . 
By the preceding part of the proof, 77, is a positive operator. Applying UC’ = U, 
to the inequality (2.27), we find Ua(b2) >, 0. Hence we have proved Us(c) > 0, as 
desired. 
4. Finally, the general inclusion U,(A+) C A+ for arbitrary a E A follows 
by continuity of U, and density of A,+ in A+ as in the second part of the proof. 1 
For the proof of our next proposition we shall need a general inequality which 
will also be useful later. Observe that from the relation a2 < [I u2 111 and from the 
positivity of U, we obtain the following relation valid for an arbitrary element a 
of a J&algebra A: 
a4 = {au2u} < I/ a2 jl {ala} = jl a2 11 u2. 
Hence for every positive element b of A we have the inequality 
b2 < II b II b. (2.28) 
PROPOSITION 2.8. If a, b are positive elements of a JB-algebra A, then (2.29) 
and (2.30) are equivalent and imply (2.31): 
{aba} = 0, (2.29) 
{bub} = 0, (2.30) 
sob =O. (2.31) 
Proof. 1. Assume first (2.29). By positivity of lJa and by (2.28), we find 
0 < {ab2a} < 11 b 11 {aba) = 0. (2.32) 
By the general identity (2.26), this implies (bub}2 = 0, which gives (2.30). 
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By symmetry, (2.30) also implies (2.29). 
2. In any associative algebra one has the identity 
[i(ab + ba)]” = $[u(bab) + (bub)u + ub2u + bu2b]. 
By Macdonald’s theorem the corresponding identity 
(u 0 by = &[2u 0 {bub} + (ub%z} + {bu26}] (2.33) 
will hold in any Jordan algebra. 
Assume now that {abu} = {hub} = 0. Then also {ub2u) = {6u26} = 0 by 
virtue of (2.32). Now it follows from (2.33) that (a o b)2 = 0, which gives 
(2.31). 1 
If p is an idempotent element of a J&algebra A, i.e., if p2 = p, then 
{P@) = 2Po(Poa) -Pou (2.34) 
for all a E A. Hence we have the following: 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let a be apositive element undp an idempotent in a J&algebra 
A. Then {pup} = 0 ;fsp 0 a = 0. 
For a given idempotent p of a Jordan algebra we denote the complementary 
idempotent by the symbol p’; thus p’ = 1 - p. Now the following relations are 
easily proved by Macdonald’s theorem: 
u&J, = u,, u**u, = 0. (2.35) 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let a be a positive element and p an idempotent in a 
JB-algebra A. Then U,a = a i f f  U,a = 0. 
Proof. If U,u = a, then lJ,*a = lJ,~U,u = 0. Conversely if U,a = 0, 
then p’ o a = 0 by Corollary 2.9. Now a = (p + p’) 0 a = p 0 a, so by (2.34) 
Note that the equivalence stated in Corollary 2.10 will not subsist if the hypo- 
thesis a > 0 is omitted. One can give easy counterexamples where A is the self- 
adjoint part of a C*-algebra W (It suffices to consider the case where rU. is the 
2 x 2 matrix algebra.) 
From the definition of the Jordan triple product one can obtain the following 
identity valid for an arbitrary element a and an idempotent p in a Jordan algebra: 
p 0 a = $(a + {Pap) - {P’uP’>). 
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Denoting the multiplication operator determined by p by the symbol L, , we 
can rewrite this as an operator identity: 
L, = $(I + u, - Up*). (2.36) 
We recall that two elements a, 6 of a Jordan algebra are said to operator 
commute if L, and L, commute as operators, i.e., if [La , Lb] = 0 [13, p. 3201. 
The following lemma gives useful criteria for operator commutativity. (Note 
that this lemma is valid for general Jordan algebras, and it is of course not new. 
In fact, it can be extracted from the proof of Lemma 1 in [13, p. 3201, but it is 
just as easy to give a direct proof.) 
LEMMA 2.11. Let a be an arbitrary element and p an idempotent in a Jordan 
algebra. Then the following are equiwalent: 
(i) a and p operator commute, 
(ii) L,a = lJDa, 
(iii) a = (UP + U,f)a. 
Proof. (i) * (ii) A ssuming (i) we have (L,L, - L,L,)p = 0, from which 
we get L,(a 0 p) - a 0 p = 0. Hence L,a = L,L,a. Using (2.34) we find 
U,a = 2L,L,a - L,a = L,a. 
(ii) z- (iii) Substituting expression (2.36) for L, into (ii), we get (iii). 
(iii) * (i) In the general Jordan identity 
[-bl.d ,Ll + Lo , &I + Ld ,&I = 0 
(see (0,) in [13, p. 341) we write b = a and c = d = p, obtaining 
w,.a 9 L,] + [L,,L,] = 0. (2.37) 
Assuming (iii) and writing Y  = UDa, s = Upla, we have by (2.35), U,Y = Y, 
U/Y = 0, ug = 0, u/s = s. Hence by (2.36), p 0 Y  = Y, so (2.37) gives 
[L, , L,] = 0. By (2.36) also p 0 s = 0, so (2.37) gives [L, , L,] = 0. Hence 
[La , L,] = [L, + L, , LPI = 0, and (i) is established. 1 
Note that if A is the self-adjoint part of a C*-algebra, then an element a of A 
will “operator commute” with an idempotent p in A (a projection) exactly when 
ap = pa, i.e., when a and p commute in the customary sense. 
The following result will be useful later. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let a be an arbitrary element and p an idempotent in a 
JB-algebra A. If p operator commutes with a, then p will operator commute with all 
elements of C(a). 
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Proof. By (ii) of Lemma 2.11 we can assume (pup> = p 0 a. Let M, be the 
Jordan subalgebra of A generated by a, p, and 1. By the Shirshov-Cohn theorem, 
M, is a special Jordan algebra, say that c 0 d = *(cd + dc) for c, d E M,, . 
The hypothesis {pap} = p 0 a can now be written 
PUP = &(pu + up). (2.38) 
Multiplying (2.38) from the left and from the right by p, we obtain in turn 
pup = pa and pup = up. Hence the two generators a, p of A$, will commute. 
As in the proof of Proposition 2.4, we conclude from this that every pair c, d of 
elements of &$, will commute, i.e., cd = dc, and hence c 0 d = cd. Thus M,, is 
an associative subalgebra of A, and by the continuity of the Jordan product the 
closure M of iV,, will also be an associative subalgebra of A. 
Now if b E C(u) C M, then by (2.34) 
(pbp} =2po(pob)-pob =pob. 
By Lemma 2.11, p operator commutes with b. 1 
3. THE ENVELOPING ALGEBRA OF A JB-ALGEBRA 
Throughout this section we suppose that A is a fixed JB-algebra and we 
denote the state space of A by K; thus p E A* belongs to K if f  I] p [I = (1, p) = 1. 
Also, we equip A** with the ordering determined by K, i.e., a E (A**)+ i f f  
(a, p) 3 0 for all p E K. Then one can identify A** with the ordered Banach 
space Ah(K) of all bounded affine functions on K, and A with the space A(K) of 
all w*-continuous affine functions on K (cf. [3, Theorems 11.1.8,11.1.15]). 
Recall that the Arens product on A** is the unique bilinear extension of the 
(Jordan) product from A to A** satisfying 
II a o b II G II a II O II b II for (a, b) E A** x A**, (3.1) 
a + a 0 b is w*-continuous for (a, b) E A** x A**, (3.2) 
b + a 0 b is w*-continuous for (a, 6) E A x A**. (3.3) 
(Note that the construction of the Arens product is not symmetric in the two 
variables [6, Theorem 3.21.) 
It is not clear a priori that A** with the Arens product becomes a JB-algebra. 
In particular, we do not a priori know that the (Arens) squares are positive, nor 
even that the product on A** x A** is commutative. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let M be a linear subspuce of A** such that a2 is a positive 
element of A** for all a E M. Then for every p E K the function a + (u2, p)l12 is 
a seminorm on M. 
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Proof. By the assumption on M we can apply the standard proof of the 
Schwarz inequality to obtain 
(&(u 0 b + b 0 a), pj2 < <a29 P><b2, P> (3.4) 
for a, b E M and p E K. From this we get the triangle inequality. The other 
properties of a seminorm are trivial. 1 
For brevity we shall say that uar --+ a weakly in A** when {a,} converges to a 
in the w*-topology (i.e., a(A **, A*)), and we shall refer to (3.2) and (3.3) as 
weak left continuity, and weak right continuity on A x A**, respectively. If 
MCA** satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1, then the seminorms 
u -+ (u2, p)1j2 (with p E K) define a locally convex Hausdorff topology, which we 
call the strong topology 011 M. Note that by the inequality (u2, p)li2 < 11 a Ij (for 
p E K), norm convergence will imply strong convergence. Note also that by (3.4), 
(a, p)2 < (u2, p) (for p E K), and hence strong convergence will imply weak 
convergence. Note in particular that A itself satisfies the requirement on M in 
Lemma 3.1, so the notion of strong topology is defined on A. 
DEFINITION. A” is the set of all weak limits in A** of norm bounded strong 
Cauchy nets in A. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If {a,} is a norm bounded strong Cuuchy net in A which 
converges weakly to a E A, then (ua2} converges weakly to u2; in particular, a2 > 0 
for all a E A. 
Proof. For arbitrary p E K we decompose 
Ku2 - u,2, PI G I<@ - 4 o 4 P>l + I<% o (a - 4 PX 
By weak left continuity of the Arens product ((a - a,) 0 a, p) + 0. It remains to 
prove (a, 0 (u - a,), p) + 0. Let N = supar 11 a, II and let E > 0 be arbitrary. 
We choose 010 such that ((a, - us)“, p) < EN-~ for OL, /I > 0~0 . Then by weak 
right continuity on A x A** and by Schwarz inequality (for states on A), we 
have for DI > 0~s: 
which completes the proof. 1 
By Proposition 3.2 the notion of strong topology can be defined on a, so that 
it now makes sense to state: 
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COROLLARY 3.3. If {a,} is a norm bounded strong Cauchy net in A such that 
a,-+aE A weakly, then a, + a strongly; in particular, every a E A is strong 
limit of a norm bounded net from A. 
Proof. Observe first that 
a06 =boa when aEA, beA**. (3.5) 
In fact, if {b,} is a net in A and b, -+ b weakly, then by (3.3), a 0 b, + a 0 b 
weakly, and by (3.2) also a o 6, = b, 0 a + b 0 a weakly. 
Now by left continuity and by Proposition 3.2 
<(a - Q, p) = (a2, P> - X% o 4 P> + k2, Pi - 0. I 
COROLLARY 3.4. The Arens product on A x A with values in A** is commu- 
tative and weakly continuous in each variable separately. 
Proof. By (3.2) t ffi i su ces to prove commutativity. Let a, b E d and choose 
{a,} in A such that a, + a strongly. By (3.2), a, 0 b --f a 0 b weakly. By using (3.4) 
with a - a, in place of a, we conclude that a, o b + b o a, + a 0 b + b 0 a weakly. 
Combining this with the preceding statement, we see that b 0 a, -+ b 0 a weakly. 
By virtue of (3.5), a, o b = b o aor for all 01. Hence a 0 b = b 0 a. 1 
Note that by the positivity of a2 for all a E A” (Proposition 3.2) and by the 
commutativity of the Arens product on A” x A (Corollary 3.4), the Schwarz 
inequality 
<a 0 b, P>” d (a2, p><b2> P> (3.6) 
holds for all a, b E A and p E K. 
We now state two auxiliary results valid for norm bounded nets (a,>, {b,} in A. 
The first of these follows directly from (3.6); the second follows by applying the 
first and separate continuity to the terms on the right side of the equation 
a,ob,=a,o(b,-b)+a,ob: 
a, + 0 strongly implies aar 0 6, -+ 0 weakly. (3.7) 
a, + 0 weakly and b, + b E B strongly implies a, 0 b, -+ 0 weakly. (3.8) 
The next lemma is crucial. 
LEMMA 3.5. If {a,} is a bounded net in A and aor + a E A strongly, then 
a2 E A and aa -+ a2 strongly. 
Proof. The proof proceeds in four steps. 
1. First we assume that the net {a,} is norm bounded, say with 
supor 11 a, jl = N, and that it converges to zero strongly. We claim that in this 
case also ua2 + 0 strongly. 
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In fact, for every p E K inequality (2.28) gives 
2. We keep the assumptions imposed on (U~} in part 1 of the proof, and we 
claim that if {&} is any norm-bounded net in A such that b, -+ b E B strongly, 
then {b,a,b,} + 0 strongly. 
To prove this, we write M = supar 11 b, I/ an d use identity (2.26) together with 
positivity of the maps l-Ja, , Ub, to obtain 
< M~{b,{u&z~}b~} = M2(2b, 0 (aUs 0 b,) - z&s 0 a,“). (3.9) 
By part 1 of the proof aa2 + 0 strongly; then by (3.7), b, 0 uU2 + 0 weakly, and 
then by (3.8), b, 0 & 0 ~2,~) + 0 weakly. Since aa2 + 0 strongly and I/ bU2 ]j < M 
for all 01, then by (3.7), uor 2 o bE2 -+ 0 weakly. Thus, the right side of (3.9) tends to 
zero weakly, and it follows that {&a,&} + 0 strongly. 
3. We keep the assumptions imposed on {ua} and {!I~} in part 2 of the proof, 
but we now claim that uor 0 b, + 0 strongly. 
In fact, this follows from part 2 of the proof by means of the general identity 
a 0 b = 3[{(1 + b) a(1 + b)} - {hub} - u]. (3.10) 
4. We now assume that {aa} is a norm bounded net in A and that a, -+ a E 2 
strongly, and we will show that {a,“> is strongly Cauchy. This will complete the 
proof by Proposition 3.2 and Corollary 3.3. 
For given 01, p we write c,,s = a, - as and dor,s = a, + a,. Then (c,,~} and 
{&} are nets with the product ordering on the indices. Note that c,,, -+ 0 
strongly and d,., -+ 2u strongly. By part 3 of the proof ua2 - uB2 = c,,, 0 d,,, -+ 0 
strongly; hence {uE2} is strongly Cauchy. b 
Our next lemma, concerning the norm closure (A)- of a in A**, is of a pro- 
visional nature; we shall eventually prove that a itself is norm closed. 
LEMMA 3.6. (A”)- is a JB-algebra. 
Proof. We will first show that 2 enjoys all properties of a J&algebra stated 
in Theorem 2.1, except possibly norm completeness. By Corollary 3.4 the 
product on A” x B with values in A** is commutative. By Lemma 3.5, A is 
closed under squaring, and by the identity 
a 0 b = -@ + b)2 - u2 - b2] (3.11) 
A is closed under products. Furthermore, if {U~} and {b,> are bounded nets in A 
such that a, --f a E A” strongly and b, + b E A strongly, then by (3.11) and 
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Lemma 3.5, a, 0 b, --f a 0 b strongly. By Corollary 3.3 every element in B is a 
strong limit of a bounded net from A; hence the defining Jordan identity 
(u” 0 b) 0 a = u2 0 (b 0 u) 
will hold in 8. 
Now observe that since A** E Ah(K) is an order-unit space, then A is also. 
We next verify implication (2.5). By Proposition 3.2, a2 3 0 for all a E a. If  
~1~a~1,then~/u~~~l,soby(3.1),~~a2~/,<Jju~/2~1;thusO~u3~1. 
Having proved that A” possesses all attributes of a J&algebra except possibly 
norm completeness, we now turn to (A)-. By (3.1) the Arens product on 
A** >: 9** is jointly norm continuous. From this it follows easily that (.!I’- is 
a J&algebra. 1 
We shall need a result on joint strong continuity of multiplication on bounded 
sets. This could be proved by minor modifications of the proofs of Proposition 
3.2, Corollary 3.3, and Lemma 3.5, but we prefer to give a direct proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let iz C MC A** with M a JB-algebra fey the norm and 
product inherited from A **. Then multiplication is jointly strongly continuous on 
bounded subsets of M. 
Proof. Below, (a3 and {b,} are norm-bounded nets in M, and arrows indicate 
strongly convergence. We will successively prove: 
(4 a, + implies ue2 --f 0, 
(ii) u, + 0 and b, + 0 imply a, 0 b, + 0, 
(iii) a, --f 0 and 6 EM imply a, 0 b --f 0, 
(iv) a, -+ a E M and b, + b E M imply a, 0 b, --f a 0 b. 
BY (2.20 0 < (uu")" < I/ a, II a a2, from which (i) follows. Then (ii) follows 
from (i) and identity (3.11). To prove (iii) we assume a, -+ 0 and b E M. For 
any c E M identity (2.26) gives 
{CU,C}2 = {C(u,C%z,}C} < 11 c2 11 -+z,2c> = 11 c2 ;I Ucua2. 
By weak left continuity of the Arens product on il**, the map U,: M -+ M is 
weakly continuous (cf. definition (2.24)). H ence {cu,c}~ tends to zero weakly, 
and then {cu,c} tends to zero strongly. By identity (3.10), a, 0 b + 0. Finally, (iv) 
follows from (ii) and (iii) and the identity 
a 0 b - a, 0 b, = (a - a,) 0 b + (a, - a) 0 (b - b,) $ a 0 (b - b,). 1 
COROLLARY 3.8. Let M be as in Proposition 3.7 and let 9: R - R be continuous; 
then the mapping a + ~(a) is strongly continuous on bounded subsets of M. 
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Proof. The function y  can be uniformly approximated by polynomials on 
compact subsets of R. By Proposition 3.7, a ---f ~(a) is strongly continuous on 
bounded subsets of M for every polynomial V, and from this the corollary 
follows. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.9. The unit ball A, of A is strongly dense in the unit ball x1 
of A. 
Proof. Let a E A, and choose a bounded net {a,} in A converging strongly to 
a. Let v: lR -+ [- 1, I] be a continuous function such that v(h) = h for 1 X j < 1. 
Then {~(a~)> is a net in A, , and by Corollary 3.8, ~(a~) + ~(a) = a strongly. 1 
Note that the proof above is similar to part of the original proof of Kaplansky’s 
density theorem. 
We recall that a state p on an order-unit space A is called normal if (a, , p) L 0 
whenever a, I 0, i.e., whenever (am} is a descending net in A with zero as g.1.b. 
in A. A set S of states on A is said to be full (cf. [17, p. 1801) if it is convex and 
U30 if f  (a, p) 3 0, all p E S. (3.12) 
By a standard argument (see, e.g., [3, part 2 of the proof of Proposition 11.1.71) 
one can prove that if S is a full set of states on A, then 
II a II = so:; I<4 P)l- (3.13) 
In particular, every full set of states is point separating. 
If  P is a state on a J&algebra A, then for every b E A the functional p,,: a + 
( Uba, p) is positive. We say that a set S of states on A is invariant if p --+ p,, 
maps S into cone S = uA>,, /\S for all b E A. 
THEOREM 3.10. If A is any JB-algebra, then A is a monotone complete 
JB-algebra. Furthermore, the notions of “order convergence,” “weak convergence,” 
and “strong convergence” will coalesce for monotone nets in A, and the states on A 
will act as normal states on A” C A**; in particular they form an invariant full set of 
normal states on A. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.9, A, is strongly dense in Al . On the other hand 
every strong Cauchy net in A, converges strongly to an element in Al. It 
follows that A, is strongly complete [7, Proposition II. 3.91. 
We now consider a net {a,} in 2, which converges in norm to an element a of 
A**. By the inequality (c2, p) < 11 c ]I2 valid for all c E a and p E K, the net {a,} 
is strongly Cauchy; hence it has a strong (and weak) limit b E Al . Since norm 
convergence in A ** implies weak convergence, a = b E Al . Hence A, , and 
therefore a, is norm closed in A **. Now it follows from Lemma 3.6 that 
A = (A)- is a JB-algebra. 
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Next let (6,) be an increasing net in a bounded above by an element of A. 
Without loss of generality we assume b, > 0 for all a. Then there exists b E A** 
given by (b, p) = sup,(b, , p) = lim,(b, , p) for all p E K. We will prove that 
b E B and that b, ---f b strongly, which will show that 2 is monotone complete 
and that “order,” “weak,” and “strong” convergence are equivalent for mono- 
tone nets in a. 
Let % be arbitrary and 0~~ < cy. < p. Then by (2.28) and by the inequality 
jl b, /j < 11 b 11 valid for all y, the following relation holds for every p E K: 
(I@, - b,)‘, P> < II be - b, lI@s - 4x , P> < 2 II b I! @, - b, > P?. 
Hence {b,} is strongly Cauchy. Thus (11 b ljplb,} is a strong Cauchy net in A1 , 
and so it has a strong limit in A1 . Then {b,} must converge strongly to an element 
of 2, and this strong limit must coincide with the weak limit b. Hence b E A and 
b, -+ b strongly. 
By the above argument, the supremum in A of an increasing net bounded 
above in A, is the pointwise supremum (as functions on K). Hence all p E K act 
as normal states on A. 
By definition, positivity of an element a of A means exactly that (a, pj 3 0 
for all p E K; hence K is a full set of states on A”. 
It remains only to prove that K is an invariant set of states on A. To this end 
we consider an arbitrary p E K and b E A, and we shall prove that there is an 
w E cone K = (A*)+ such that the linear functional p,,: a + (U+z, p) on d 
is of the form pb(u) = (a, w). Clearly pa IA is a positive element of A*. Hence 
there is an w E (A*)+ such that 
(&a, p:i = <a, w>, all UEA. (3.14) 
By left continuity of the Arens product in A**, the map U,,: A+ A is weakly 
continuous (cf. definition (2.24)). By weak density of A in A, equality (3.14) 
will subsist for all a E A. Hence pJa) = (a, w>. 1 
For a given J&algebra A, the J&algebra A will be called the enveloping 
monotone complete JB-algebra of A, or briefly the enveloping algebra of A. 
Finally it should be noted that there are two natural questions we have left 
open: 
(1) Will A be all of A** ? 
(2) Will K contain all normal states on A? 
By a modification of the arguments of Pedersen [22], one can prove that B 
is the smallest monotone closed subspace of A** containing A, and from this it 
follows that the second question has an affirmative answer. The first question can 
probably also be solved in the affirmative by use of Theorem 9.5 below and 
results in [ll]. However, this will not be needed in the sequel, and we will not 
pursue the question above any further. 
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4. SPECTRAL THEORY 
Throughout this section M will denote a monotone complete JB-algebra with 
an invariant full set of normal states K. Also, we shall denote the linear span of K 
in M* by V. Thus V consists of all w = hipi - h,p, , where & E R+ and pi E K 
for i = 1,2. The term “weak topology on M” refers to the weak topology 
defined by the natural duality of M and V (i.e., u(M, V)); it will be the topology 
of pointwise convergence on K when the elements of M are interpreted as 
(affine) functions on K. Note that the invariance of K guarantees that each map 
U,: M + M is weakly continuous. The functions a + (a2, p)llz, where p E K, 
are seen to be seminorms on M (cf. the proof of Lemma 3.1), and we shall use 
the term “strong topology on M” with reference to the locally convex HausdorfI 
topology defined by these seminorms. Clearly, norm convergence implies strong 
convergence, which in turn implies weak convergence. By Theorem 3.10 one may 
take M to be the enveloping algebra of any given JB-algebra A, and K to be the 
set of all states on A. Then the “weak” and “strong” convergence on M will have 
the same meaning as in Section 3. 
We will show that M has “many” idempotents and that they behave like the 
projections in a von Neumann algebra. In principle, this can be done by 
modifying existing results proved by various authors under slightly different 
hypotheses (see [21, 25, 30, 41). However, we find it equally short and more 
informative to give direct proofs. 
First we observe that the results on weak and strong convergence from 
Section 3 will subsist in the present setting. 
LEMMA 4.1. For monotone nets in M the notions of “order,” “weak,” and 
“strong” convergence coincide. Multiplication in M is separately weakly continuous 
in each variable, and it is jointly strongly continuous on bounded subsets. 
Proof. Let {a,} be an increasing net in M, and assume without loss of 
generality that a, > 0 for all 01. Since the ordering in M is pointwise on K (cf. 
definition (3.12)) and K consists of normal states, an element a of M will be order 
limit of {a,} iff it is a pointwise, i.e., weak limit. This in turn implies strong 
convergence to a, since by (2.28) for every p E K: 
<(a - aJ2, P> < II a - a, II <a - a,, P> < 2 II a II <a - a, , P> - 0. 
Observe next that separate weak continuity of multiplication follows from the 
weak continuity of the maps U, by the general identity (3.10). Finally, joint 
strong continuity on bounded subsets follows as in the proof of Proposition 3.7, 
which depends on nothing more than weak continuity of the maps U, . 1 
For convenience we shall use the notation a, 7 a and a, L a to express order 
(weak- and strong-) convergence of monotone nets in M. Also we shall say that a 
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linear subspace N of M is monotone closed if aar E N for all 01 and a, 7 a EM 
implies a EN. Recall that C(a) denotes the norm closed subalgebra of M 
generated by a and 1. The weak closure of C(a) in M will be denoted by W(a). 
From Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 2.3 we immediately obtain the following: 
LEMMA 4.2. For each a E M, W(a) is a monotone closed associative subalgebra 
of M, isometrically isomorphic (as an ordered aZgebra) to a monotone complete C(X). 
From this lemma we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. For each a E M there exists a unique indexed set (eJAER of 
idempotents in M such that 
eA < e, when h <p, (4.1) 
eA k e, when h>p and h-p., (4.2) 
e, = 0 for X < --)I a/I and eh = 1 for h > I/ aI!, (4.3) 
and such thatfor each w E K and n = 1, 2,...: 
<an, W) = 
s 
A” d(e, , w). (4.4) 
Moreover, eh E W(a) f  or al2 X E R, and the Stieltjes sums zy=, Xi-,(e,$ - e,,-,) 
converge in norm to a as the mesh of the partition A, < A, < “. < A, of 
[-I/ a I), 11 a II] tends to zero. 
Proof. The existence of an indexed family {eh}Aea with the stated properties 
follows by calculation in C(X). (For detailed proofs see [20, Theorems 40.2, 
43.21.) In particular we note that by Lemma 4.2, e, is the greatest lower bound of 
G&u in M and not only in W(a). 
To prove uniqueness, we suppose that {f,}nsa is another indexed set of 
idempotents in M such that (4.1)-(4.4) hold. For given w E K the Bore1 measures 
on [w with distribution functions h H (eA , w) and h t+ (f,, , W> must coincide 
on all continuous functions by (4.4). H ence the two measures are equal, and so 
(eA , 0~) = (fn , W) for all X E aB. m 
For given a E M the indexed set of idempotents (eA) described in Proposition 4.3 
will be called the spectral family of a. 
For given a EM the set of all real-valued functions v on [--II a 11, Ij a II] for 
which there exists b E W(a) such that 
<b, w> = /A4 d<e, , w>, all w E K, (4.5) 
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contains all continuous functions (by (4.4)), and it is pointwise monotone 
u-complete (by the monotone convergence theorem and the monotone com- 
pleteness of W(a)). Hence it contains all bounded Bore1 functions. For each 
bounded Bore1 function v  on [--/I a 11, /I a [I] we now denote by ~(a) the (unique) 
element b in M such that (4.5) holds. Thus p)(a) E W(u), and by definition 
<P(U), w> = j- ~(4 d<ea , w>, all w E K. (4.6) 
In this way we obtain a well-behaved functional calculus in M for bounded 
Bore1 functions. In particular we note that for every /\ E R: 
e, = XG~,,II(~. (4.7) 
I f  eh and e, are two members of the spectral family of a EM, then by (2.24) 
and the associativity of W(u): 
{e,e,e,} = 2ea 0 (e, 0 eu) - e, 0 e, = e, 0 e, . 
Hence it follows by Lemma 2.11 that every pair of members from the spectral 
family of a will operator commute. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let {eh} be the spectral family of a EM and let p E M be an 
idempotent. Then p operator commutes with a a7 and only if p operator commutes 
with all e,, . 
Proof. Assume first that p operator commutes with a. Let {v,,} be a sequence 
of continuous functions on R with values in [0, l] such that c+J,, L +,,,I . By 
Proposition 2.12, p operator commutes with all C&U). Hence by Lemma 2.11 
944 = (UP + Uz+P&), n = 1, 2,... . 
By weak continuity and by (4.7), this gives e, = (U, + U,*)e, . Hencep operator 
commutes with e, . 
Assume next that p operator commutes with all e,, . Then p will operator 
commute with the Stieltjes sums of Proposition 4.3. Passing to the limit as above, 
we conclude that p operator commutes with a. 1 
Now let a, b EM and let {eh} and (f,> be the spectral families of a and b, 
respectively. Then the following are equivalent by virtue of Lemma 4.4: 
a operator commutes with all f, , (4.8) 
b operator commutes with all e, , (4.9 
all pairs e, , f, operator commute. (4.10) 
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If these statetements are valid, then we say that a and b are compatible. If a is 
compatible with all c E M compatible with b, then we say that a and b are 
bicomputible. 
Clearly, every member of the spectral family of an element a of M will be 
bicompatible with a. 
Now consider an idempotentp and an arbitrary element a in M. By Lemma 4.4, 
p is compatible with a iff p and a operator commute. Note also that p is bicom- 
patible with a iff p operator commutes with all idempotents which operator 
commute with a. 
By the above result, since a ++L, is linear and isometric, two compatible 
elements of M will always operator commute. 
For positive elements we have the following compatibility criterion: 
LEMMA 4.5. If a E M+ undp E M is an idempotent, then a undp aye compatible 
;f  and only if Ui,u < a. 
Proof. Assume first that a and p are compatible, or what is equivalent, that a 
and p operator commute. By Lemma 2.11, a = (U, + U,,)u > UPa. 
Assume next U,u < a. Now a - U,a > 0, and since UJa - U,u) = 0, we 
can apply Corollary 2.10 to get U,,(u - U,u) = a - U,u. By (2.35) this gives 
a = (U, + UP,)u, and now compatibility follows from Lemma 2.11. 1 
We recall that for given a E M+ the face of M+ generated by a is the set 
face(u) = {b EM+ j b < Au some h E R-k}. (4.11) 
LEMMA 4.6. If p E M is an idempotent and a E face(p), then a < 11 a j/p. 
Proof. Applying U,, to all terms of the inequality 0 < a < hp, we obtain 
0 < U,a < 0. By Corollary 2.10, U,u = a. Appying U, to all terms of the 
inequality 0 < a < I/ a 111, we now obtain 0 < a < 11 a /I$. 1 
Consider an element a of Mf with spectral family {e,}. From the isomorphism 
of IV(u) and C(X) we conclude that e,, = 0 for X < 0. For X > 0 and every w E K 
0 G X s d<e, , w> d P d<e,, , w> < CL d(e,. , QJ> = <a, a>, (n,d s (n,m) s (0.4 
so 0 < h(1 - e,) < a. Hence we have the general implication: 
UEM+, A>0 => 1 - eA E face(a). (4.12) 
PROPOSITION 4.7. If a E M+ and {e,} is the spectral family of a, then 1 - e, is 
the smallest idempotent p in M such that a E face(p). 
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Proof. For every w E K 
and so a E face(1 - e,,). 
Suppose now that a E face(q) for some idempotent q. Then face(a) C face(q), so 
by (4.12), 1 - e, E face(q) for all h > 0. By Lemma 4.6, 1 - e, < 1) 1 - e, 114 < q 
for all h > 0, and by (4.2), 1 - e,, 7 1 - e, when X > 0 and h -+ 0. Hence 
1 - e, < q, and the minimality is proved. 1 
DEFINITIONS. We denote the set of all idempotents in M by 8, and we use 
the symbols v and A to denote the least upper bound and the greatest lower 
bound in B (whenever they exist). For given a E M+ we write 
r(fz)=l-e,= /\{pEPIfzEface(p)}. 
We will now show that B is a lattice. In fact, we will show that it is an 
orthomodulur lattice under the map p ~+tp’ = 1 - p, and we recall that this 
means that the following requirements are satisfied for p, q E 8: 
P” = P, (4.13) 
P < 4 * d < P’, (4.14) 
phpt=O and p vp’ = 1, (4.15) 
PG!l*Q=Pv(4AP’) (orthomodular identity). (4.16) 
LEMMA 4.8. If p, q E 8, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) P 0 q = 0, 
(ii) P + 4 E 8, 
(iii) P + q < 1, 
(iv) U,U, = 0. 
Proof. (i)+(ii) Ifpoq=0,then(p+q)s=ps+q2 =p+q,sop+q 
is an idempotent. 
(ii) =E- (iii) This implication is trivial since every idempotent T satisfies 
IIrlj < 1, and then also r < 1. 
(iii) Z- (iv) If p + q < 1, then U,p + UDq < p. Hence p + U,q < p, and 
therefore U,q = 0. For arbitrary u E M+, we have 0 < a 6 11 a l/l. Therefore 
0 < U@ < 11 a114, and in turn 0 & U,U,u < II a 11 Upq = 0. Hence we have 
shown LJ,U, = 0. 
(iv) + (i) If lJ,U, = 0, then U,q = U,UJ = 0, and by Corollary 2.9, 
poq =o. m 
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Remark. Clearly one can replace U,U, = 0 by the symmetric statement 
lJ,U, = 0 in (iv). 
DEFINITION. We say that two idempotents p, q are orthogonal, and we write 
p 1 q, if the equivalent statements (i)-(iv) above are valid. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. The set ~3’ of idempotents in M is a complete orthomodular 
lattice where v,p, = r(&pi) for every finite set {p, ,...,p,} ~9; in particular 
y  Pi = CPi if p, 1 pj for i # j. 
i 
Proof. Let p, ,..., p, E 9’. Clearly, pi = r(pi) < r(& pi) for i = I,..., n. 
Now suppose q EP and pj < q for j = l,..., n. Then zipi E face(q), so 
r&pi) < q. This proves V,p, = r(Ci pi) E 8. 
If  PI T..., P, are mutually orthogonal, then it follows from Lemma 4.8 that 
x:i pi E 8, and so r&pi) = cipi . Hence Vi pi = xi pi in this case. 
If (pa} is an increasing net from 8, then there exists p E M such that p, /” p. 
By Lemma 4.1, p is an idempotent. Hence Va p, = p E 8. 
Since we have an order-reversing one-one map p it p’ of 9 onto itself, we 
conclude that B is a complete lattice. 
The requirements (4.13)-(4.15) are trivially satisfied. To prove (4.16), we 
suppose that p < q. Then p + q’ = p + 1 - q < 1, sop 1 q’ (by Lemma 4.8). 
Thus, by the above results, q’ v p = q’ + p. Since p H p’ is order reversing, we 
now find 
q A p’ = (q’ v  p)’ = 1 - (q’ + p) = q - p. 
In particular, (q A p’) + p = q < 1, so (q A p’) 1 p. Hence 
P v  (q * 9’) = P + (4 - P) = 4. I 
By weak continuity of UP , there exists for every idempotent p E M a map 
US*: V -+ V defined by (a, U,*u> = (lJ,a, w) for all a EM. Clearly, UD* 
will map V+ into itself, but U,* will not map K into itself in general. We shall 
now prove that U,* maps an element of K into K only if it is invariant under U,* . 
This is an important property of the maps U,* . (For example, it is used in one 
of the proofs of the existence of polar decompositions for normal states of a von 
Neumann algebra; see [IO, Theorem 12.2.41; and it characterizes the “neutral 
projections” studied in [4].) 
LEMMA 4.10. Let p E M be idempotent and let p E K. Then \I U,*p // = 1 if 
and only if U,*p = p. 
Proof. To prove the nontrivial part of the equivalence, we suppose 
11 Ui,*p 11 = 1, or what is equivalent (since M* is a base norm space; cf., e.g., 
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[3, Chap. II, Sect. l]), that (1, Up*p) = 1. We now apply (2.36) with P’ in place 
of P; then we get for arbitrary a E M: 
(a,~> = <U,a, P> - (U~*~,P> + 2<P’oa, P>. (4.17) 
We will show that the last two terms of this equation vanish. Without loss of 
generality we assume a 3 0. 
By the assumption on p: 
(P',P) = 1 - (P,P> = 1 - <UJ,P) = 1 - (1, u,*p>* 
The desired conclusion now follows from the implication 
<P',P) = 0 * (P'Oa,p) = <U&p> = 0, 
which in turn follows by Schwa& inequality and the relation 
0 < <uda, P> G //4I <U,,L P> = 1141 (P’, P> = 0. I 
For given idempotent p E M, we denote by M, the image of M under U, , 
i.e., M, = U,(M). Since U, is an idempotent map (cf. (2.35)), an element a of M 
belongs to M, iff U,a = a. Also we denote by K, the set of all those p E K whose 
restriction to M, is a (positive and) normalized linear functional on M, , i.e., 
~up{I<a, p?I I REM,, II aI/ < 11 = 1. 
This implies that II U=*p /I = 1. H ence it follows from Lemma 4.10 that K, 
consists of exactly those p E K for which U9*p = p. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. I f  p E M is an idempotent, then M, is weakly closed in M. 
Moreover, MD is a monotone complete JB-algebra and the (restrictions of) elements 
of K, form an invariant full set of normal states on M, . 
Proof. It follows by weak continuity of U, that MS is weakly closed. By 
monotone completeness of M (and by Lemma 4.1), M, is also monotone 
complete. Clearly also M, is a norm closed linear subspace of M. 
For every a E M we have by (2.26) 
(U,U)~ = U,{ap”a} E U,(M). 
Hence M, is closed under squares, and by (3.11) also under Jordan products. 
Clearly the norm conditions (2.1)-(2.3) will prevail in M,: Hence M, is a 
JB-algebra. 
By definition, p [ MD is a positive linear functional of norm one, hence a state 
on M, for every p E K, . Clearly, p 1 M,, is a normal state on M, since p is a 
normal state on M. 
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Since K is a full set of states on M, we have the following series of equivalences 
for a E M,: 
a 2 0 + (4 pi 3 0, all p E K, 
-=-<usa,p) 30, all p E K, 
-3 <a, w> 3 0, all w E K, . 
Hence, the set of all p 1 M, , where p E K, is a full set of states on M, . It is also 
easily seen to be invariant, and the proof is complete. 1 
5. THE CENTER 
We use the notation of the previous section and let M denote a monotone 
complete J&algebra with an invariant full set K of normal states. We shall 
study the center of M and then construct representations of a J&algebra A 
into a subalgebra of its enveloping algebra A” for each state of A. 
If X C M we denote by Z(X) the set of elements in M which are compatible 
with all elements in X. If a E M we write Z(a) for 2((a)). 
LEMMA 5.1. For each b E M, Z(b) is a weakly closed subalgebra of M con- 
taining b. 
Proof. If (eh} is the spectral family of b then Z(b) = nAEIw .Z(e,). By Lemma 4.4, 
Z(e,) is the set of elements in M which operator commute with e, , so by Proposi- 
tion 2.12, Z(e,J is a weakly closed subalgebra of M. 1 
LEMMA 5.2. A subset X of M consists of mutually compatible elements if and 
only if X is contained in a weakly closed associative subalgebra containing the 
identity. 
Proof. Suppose all elements in X are compatible. Then XC Z(X), so that 
Z(X) r> Z(Z(X)) 3 X. Thus by Lemma 5.1, Z(Z(X)) is a weakly closed sub- 
algebra of M consisting of mutually compatible elements. As remarked after 
Lemma 4.4, mutually compatible elements operator commute. Thus so do all 
elements in Z(Z(X)), which implies that if a, b, c E Z(Z(X)) then a o (b o c) = 
(a o b) 0 c. Thus Z(Z(X)) is the desired associative subalgebra. The converse is an 
immediate consequence of the spectral theorem. 1 
We define the center of M to be the set Z(M). Since Z(M) = Z(Z(l)) it follows 
as in the proof of Lemma 5.2 that Z(M) is a weakly closed associative subalgebra 
of M containing 1. Also it is immediate from the preceding that a E Z(M) if and 
only if a operator commutes with each idempotent in M. Recall that an operator 
s E M is a symmetry if s2 = 1. Then we have the following characterization of the 
center. 
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LEMMA 5.3. a E Z(M) if and only ;f U,a = a for all symmetries E M. 
Proof. There is a one-one correspondence between the set of idempotents in 
M and the set of symmetries in ikl, given by p -+ s = 2p - 1. Furthermore it is 
easily verified that U, = Us,-, = 2UD + 2U,-, - I. Thus a E Z(M) if and 
only if (U, + U,-,)(a) = a f or each idempotent p E M (see Lemma 2.11) if 
and only if US = a for each symmetry s E M. 1 
From Proposition 4.11 we know that if p is an idempotent in M then 
M, = U,(M) is a monotone complete JB-algebra. If p is central we compute 
the center of M, . 
LEMMA 5.4. If p is a central idempotent in M then Z(M,) = Z(M)9 , 
Proof. Clearly Z(M), C Z(M,). I n order to prove the converse inclusion it 
suffices to show that each idempotent e E Z(M,) belongs to Z(M), . Let a E M+. 
Then by Lemma 2.11, a = (U, + Ul-D)a, so U,a = U,( U, + U,-,)a = 
U,U,a < U,a < a, using Lemma 4.5 twice. Again by Lemma 4.5, e is com- 
patible with a, and e E Z(M). In particular, e = U,e E Z(M), . 1 
Let p be a state in the set K. Since the projections in M form a complete 
lattice there is a smallest projection supp(p) in M with the property 
P(SUPP(P)) = 1. SUPP(P) is called the support of p. If we apply this to the restriction 
of p to Z(M) we obtain the support c(p) of p 1 Z(M), called the central support of p. 
We say M is a JB-factor if Z(M) = Rl. 
LEMMA 5.5. If p is an extreme point of K then MC(,) is a JB-factor. 
Proof. Suppose e is an idempotent in the center of MC{,,) such that 0 # e # 
c(p). By Lemma 5.4, e E Z(M), so (U, + Ul&a = a for all a EM. Let pl = 
(e, p>-‘U,*p and p2 = (1 - e, ~)-lU$-~p. Then p1 , p2 E K and p = (e, p)pl + 
(1 - e, p)p2 is a convex combination of pr and pz . Thus pi = pz = p, which is 
impossible by the choice of e. m 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let A be a JB-algebra, let p be a state of A, and let c(p) be 
its central support in a. Let P)~ denote the map v,,: A -+ A,(,,) dejked by VP(a) = 
Uc(,,(a”), where a” is the image of a in d Then vp is a Jordan homomorphism such 
that y,,(A) is strongly dense in Y&,) . Furthermore, if p is a pure state then the 
strong closure of v,(A) in B is a JB-factor. 
Proof. Let M = A and K be the state space of A considered as a full set of 
invariant states of M. Since UB is strongly continuous for b E M it is clear that 
y,,(A) is strongly dense in M,(,) , and by Lemma 5.5 that the strong closure of 
v,(A) in A is a JB-factor whenever p is a pure state. It remains to show that v’D 
is a Jordan homomorphism, or what amounts to the same, to show that the map 
U, on M is a Jordan homomorphism for each central idempotent e in M. Let e 
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be one. Then I = U, + Vi-, , so L, = $(I + U, - CJ-,) = U, . In particular, 
L,2 = U: = U, = L,; thus if a, b E M we haveL,(a 0 b) = L&(b) = L,&,(b) = 
a o&,(b). Applying L, again and using the fact that that L, is an idempotent we 
have 
L,(a 0 b) = L,(L,(a 0 b)) = L&z 0 L,(b)) 
= Le(L,(b) 0 u) = L,(b) 0 L,(a) 
= -L(a) O Lib), 
completing the proof. 1 
If  A is a JB-algebra and p is a Jordan homomorphism of A onto a strongly 
dense Jordan subalgebra of a JB-factor, we say v  is a factor representation of A. 
COROLLARY 5.7. A JB-algebra has a faithful family of factor representations. 
Proof. A faithful family is given by the set of y, with p a pure state. 1 
6. COMPARISON THEORY 
Throughout this section M denotes a JB-factor, and ~7 its lattice of idem- 
potents. Our main purpose is to show that if 9 has no minimal elements then 
there is an e E B and a symmetry s E A4 such that U,e = 1 - e. Note that for a 
symmetry s the map Ui, is a Jordan automorphism of M, and US restricts to a 
lattice automorphism of B. We say two idempotents p and q in B are equivalent 
and write p N q if there exists a finite family s1 ,..., s, of symmetries in M such 
that 
MSn-1{~. +I PSI1 . ~l&Sn> = 4, 
i-e., us,u,,-, ... UJp) = q. We say p N q via s if U&J = q. We write p 5 q 
if p N r < q for some r E 9. We say p and q in 9 are related if there exist 
nonzero p, , q1 E 9 with p, < p, ql < q, and p, N q1 . 
LEMMA 6.1. IfOfqE~thenV(pE9:p~q) = 1. 
Proof. Let e = V (p E 9: p 5 q}. S ince M is a JB-factor it suffices to show e 
is central. Let s be a symmetry in M. Then Use = V { U,p 1 p E g’, p 5 q}. Now 
p 5 q implies U,p 5 q, so we have U,e < e. But then e = U:e < Use, so 
U,e = e. By Lemma 5.3, e is central. 1 
LEMMA 6.2. Let p, q E 9. Then there exists a symmetry s in M such that 
U,{PSPl = {qPql. 
Proof. Let a=p+q-1, so a2=2poq-p--+1. Since L,= 
Q(I + U, - U,-,) we have 
a2 = (U, - li’,-,)q-p - 1. 
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By Lemma 2.11, M, and Ml-$ are contained in Z(p), so that a2 is compatible 
withp. Similarly us E Z(p). In particular, ! a j = (u2)l12 E Z(p) n Z(q). Therefore 
we have by Lemma 2.11 
{IaIPlall =pola? =Poa2 =P~(2P~q-p-q+ 1) 
= 2Po(Pod -PO4 ={P!?Pb 
By spectral theory there is a symmetry s in the associative strongly closed 
JB-algebra B’(u) g enerated by a such that s 0 a = [ a 1. Since all elements in 
IV(u) operator commute it follows that U, and LI,,l commute, and U,Ul,l = 
u sOlal; see [13, p. 38, Eq. (66)]. Thus 
UJP!?P> = USU,,l(P) = ~&l(P) = U=(P) 
=qp+q- l>o[(P+!l- 1)~Pl-(2P~!7-Pp!7+ l)oP 
= {4Pd* I 
LEMMA 6.3. Every pair of nonorthogonal idempotents p and q in M dominate 
nonzero idempotents e and f in M, respectively, such that e ,-f via a symmetry. 
Proof. Note {pap) <P, so r({p~Ip}) < p. Similarly ~{qpq}) < p. Furthermore 
p o 4 # 0, so by Lemma 4.8, {pqp) # 0 # {@I}. By Lemma 6.2 there is a 
symmetry s in M such that u,{p@} = {Qq}. S ince US is a lattice automorphism 
of 9’ it follows that U~((pqp}) = r({qpq}). Thus e = r({pqp}) and f =r({qpq>) 
are the desired idempotents. 1 
LEMMA 6.4. All pairs of nonzero idempotents in M are related. 
Proof. Let p and q be nonzero elements in 8. If p and q are not related, then 
by Lemma 6.3, p is orthogonal to every idempotent Y 5 q. Thus Y < 1 - p, 
whenever r 5 4. By Lemma 6.1, p = 0. g 
The next result almost shows that whenever e and f are orthogonal and e -f 
then e-f via a symmetry. We are greatly indebted to Richard Schafer for 
showing us the proof. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let e andf be orthogonal idempotents in M. Suppose there exist 
symmetries s and t in M such that UtUSe = f. Then e M f via a symmetry. 
Proof. Let a = 2{est} ( recallthat{bcd)=(b~c)~d+(c~d)~b-(dob)oc). 
We will show 
2 =e+f, (6-l) 
aoe =&a, (6.2) 
uof = $2, (6.3) 
e N f via the symmetry 1 + a - a2. 64) 
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We first establish 
{at) =zz (swt} = {stf}, (6.5) 
where w = {ses) = {tft}. By [13, p. 57, Eq. (87)] we have the identity 
{x(bcb} y} = {{xbc}6y} + {{c6y}6x} - {{xby)bc}. 
Thus we have, since {bbd} = b2 0 d and {bed) = {dcb}, 
{swt} = (s{ses}t} 
= {{sse}st} + {{est}ss} - ({sst}se) 
= (est} + {est} - {he} 
= {est}. 
Symmetrically {tws} = {fts), which proves (6.5). 
Now let e, = e, es = f, e3 = 1 - e -f. Then e, , e2 , es are pairwise ortho- 
gonal idempotents with sum 1. Let M = MI, @ M,, @ M,, @ Ml, 0 Ml, @ Mz3 
be the Pierce decomposition corresponding to them, i.e., 
Mii = Uai(M) if ;=j 
= 24,&W if i < j, 
where Ue,,e,(~) = {e,.vej}; see [13, p. 1201. 
By the multiplication rules for Pierce components [14, p. 2.51 {e,bc} E Ml1 + 
M,, + M,, for all b, c E M. Thus $z = {est} E M,, + M,, + Ml3 . But by 
(6.5) $a = {fts}, so &a E Mz2 + Ml, + Mz,. Therefore 
a E (Ml, + Ml2 + MIS) n (M22 + Ml2 i- n&J = Ml, . 
But Mij = {x j ei 0 x = ej 0 x = ix} by [13, p. 120, Eq. (13)]. Thus we have 
established (6.2) and (6.3). 
From Glennie’s result [12; 13, p. 511 that there are no identities of degree 67 
in three variables, which hold for all special Jordan algebras, but fail for some 
others, we have the identity 
4{~6y}~ = 4(x(6(x 0 y)b}y)- + {x(6y26)x} 
+ {~+~4y) - 2(x64 0 (9~). 
Thus we have by (6.5) 
u2 = 4{swt}2 = 4(s{w(s 0 t)w}t} + (s(wt2w}s} + {t{ws2w}t} - 2{sws} 0 {twt) 
= 4{s{w(s 0 t)w}t} + e + f  - 2e 0 f  
= 4{s{w(s 0 t)w}t} + e + f. 
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Therefore to show a2 = e + f  we must show {S{W(S 0 t)w}t} = 0. This will be 
accomplished as soon as we have shown 
{w(s 0 t)w} = {s{e{s(s 0 t)s)e}s}, (6.6) 
{s(s 0 t)s} = s 0 t, (6.7) 
{e(s 0 t)e> = 0. (6.8) 
Identity (6.6) follows Eq. (2.25). To establish (6.7) we use the identity 
LG3 = 3L,L,a - 2L,” 
[13, p. 35, Eq. (56)], which impliesL,3 = L, . Thus 
{s(s 0 t)s} = (2L,2 - L,z)L,t = (2L,3 - L,)t = s 0 t. 
To prove that (6.8) holds note that s o t = (1st) = {e,st} + {e2st} + {e,st), so 
(e(s 0 t)e} = {e,(s 0 t)e,} = {e,{e,st}e,} = (el(&z)el} = 0, where we have used 
a E Ml2 , {e24 E n/r,, + Ml2 + M23 , and {es4 E MS3 + Ml3 + M23 . Thus we 
have shown (6.1). 
To show (6.4) let h = 1 + a - a2 = a + (1 - e -f). Then by (6.1)-(6.3) 
h2 = a2 + 2a 0 (1 - e - f) + (1 - e - f)” 
=e+f+O+l-e--f=l, 
so h is a symmetry. Finally, 
U,e=2ho(hoe)-e=2ho(*a)-e=a2-e=f. 
The proof is complete. 1 
Let e and f be orthogonal idempotents in M, and M = Xi<9 Mij the corre- 
sponding Pierce decomposition for e, f ,  1 - e - f. Then e and f  are said to be 
strongly connectedif there is a E Ml2 such that a2 = e + f. By virtue of (6.1)-(6.3) 
of the previous proof we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 6.6. If e and f are orthogonal idempotents in M and e -f via a 
symmetry, then e andf are strongly connected. 
LEMMA 6.7. If e and f are orthogonal idempotents and e w f then e and f 
dominate nonzero idempotents p and q, respectively, such that p N q via a symmetry. 
Proof. By assumption there exist symmetries s, ,..., s, in M and idempotents 
el = e, e2 ,..., e,+l - f such that ei N ei+l via sC , i = I,..., n. We use induction on 
n. I f  n = 1 the lemma is trivial, and if n = 2 it follows from Lemma 6.5. Assume 
n > 2 and assume that the lemma holds for all smaller values of n. 
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If e, and e, are orthogonal then by induction there exist nonzero idempotents 
p < e, and Y < e, withp N r via a symmetry. Let q : {s,Ys,). Then q < e,,, = f,  
T N q via s, , and p and q are orthogonal. By Lemma 6.5, p N q via a symmetry. 
If  e, and e, are not orthogonal then by Lemma 6.3 there exist nonzero idem- 
potents p < e, , r < e, such that p N Y via a symmetry. Now proceed as in the 
preceding paragraph. 1 
LEMMA 6.8. Let (e,} and {fa} be indexed sets of pairwise orthogonal idempotents. 
Let e = v  err , f = v  fa and assume e andf are orthogonal. I f  e, w fa via a symmetry 
then e mf via a symmetry. 
Proof. Let p and q be orthogonal idempotents with p N q via a symmetry. 
From the proof of Lemma 6.5 applied to the case t = 1 we have that p - q 
via a symmetry 12 = a + (1 - p - q), where a2 = p + q. Thus p N q via 
-h = -a - (I -p - q). Since -a E U,+,(M), -a = 2r - (p + q), where 
r is an idempotent, r < p + q. Thus p N q via 2~ - 1. 
We can thus for each pair e, , fN choose an idempotent p, < e, + fa such that 
e, -f= via 2pa - 1. Letp = vpa. We show e-f via 2p- 1. For this we 
establish 
p - p, is orthogonal to e, for all 01, (6.9) 
((2p - 1) e,(2p - 1)) = fm for all 0~. (6.10) 
By assumption e, + fa is orthogonal to es + fs for all 01 # /3. Thusp, is orthogonal 
to pa for all 01 # 8, and p = VP+. pfl f  p, . Therefore 
P - Pm = ,Y % d OL (es + fs) G 1 - (e, +fm), 
a 
which proves (6.9). In order to show (6.10) it suffices to show that 
{(2P - 1) eA2P - 1)) = {2Pol - 1) e,(2P, - 1)). 
Now by (6.9) 
L 29-1 em = (L2,,-1 + L2h+)) e, = L2+l ear . 
(6.11) 
Since p 3 p, , p and p, operator commute so 
Thus 
LL e, = L29-lL29a-1 em = L2,a-lL2,-1 em = G,a-1 e, . 
{(2P - 1) e,(@ - 1)) = (2L2,,-, - I) e, 
= WL-1 - I) e, = Wpa - 1) 42p, - I)}, 
as asserted. Thus (6.11) and therefore (6.10) follows. 
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By (6.10) we have that for finite subsets {eaI ,..., e,%} of {e,} we have 
By Lemma 4.1 we have U,,-,(e) = f, as asserted. i 
THEOREM 6.9 (the halving lemma). If the JB-factor M has no minimal 
idempotents then every idempotents e in M can be halved, i.e., e = p + q, where p 
and q are idempotents in M such that p N q via a symmetry. 
Proof. We may assume e # 0. Let {e,} and {fa} be maximal collections of 
idempotents satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 6.8 and e, + f= < e for all a. 
Letp = Ve,,q=Vf,.ByLemma6.8,p-q,p+q<e.Weshowp+q=e. 
If not, then 0 # r = e - (p + q). By assumption Y is not a minimal idempotent 
so there exist nonzero idempotents r’ and Y” in M with sum Y. By Lemma 6.4, 
Y’ and Y” are related, say 0 # Y,’ < Y’ and 0 # rr < r” are equivalent. Since Y,’ 
and rl are orthogonal they have by Lemma 6.7 nonzero subprojections r2’ and 
Y: with ra’ N Y: via a symmetry. But then {r,‘} u {e,} and {Y;) u (fa} are families 
satisfying the conditions of Lemma 6.8, contradiction the maximality of {em>, 
{fa}. Thus we conclude thatp + q = e. fi 
We say a JB-factor is of type I if it contains a minimal idempotent. Notice that 
if p is a minimal idempotent in a JB-factor M then every idempotent q in M, is 
an idempotent in M with 0 < q < p. By minimality ofp it follows that M, E R. 
THEOREM 6.10. Let M be a JB-factor of type I. Then all pairs of minimal 
idempotents p, q in M satisfy p N q via a symmetry, and 1 =V p, for a suitable 
orthogonal family {pa} of minimal idempotents. 
Proof. The first statement follows from Lemma 6.3 if p and q are nonortho- 
gonal, and from Lemmas 6.4 and 6.7 if they are orthogonal. 
For the second statement let {p,} b e a maximal family of orthogonal minimal 
idempotents. Suppose p = V p, < 1. Then for any p, pB and 1 - p are related 
by Lemma 6.4, say p0 up, < 1 - p, via a symmetry s. Since U, is a lattice 
automorphism of the lattice B, p, is a minimal idempotent. This contradicts the 
maximality of the family {p,}. Thus I/ p, = 1. 1 
We shall say that a JB-factor is of type I,, , 1 < n < 03, if n is the least upper 
bound of the number of pairwise orthogonal nonzero idempotents. 
7. SPIN FACTORS 
We show that every JB-factor of type I2 is an abstract spin factor as defined by 
Topping [30], and thus isometrically isomorphic to a JC-algebra [31]. 
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Let H be a real Hilbert space of dimension at least 3 and e a distinguished 
unit vector in H. Let N = (e}l, so H = [We @ N. Then H becomes an abstract 
spin factor when equipped with the Jordan product 
(w + a) 0 (fie + b) = (43 + (a, b))e + (ab + Pa), 01, P E R a, b E N. (7.1) 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Every JB-factor M of type I, admits an inner product 
making it an abstract spin factor. Thus every JB-factor of type I, is isometrically 
isomorphic to a JC-algebra. 
Proof. Let N be the linear span of the symmetries in M different from & 1. 
Then M = [WI + N. Indeed, since M is of type I, if a EM then there are 
minimal orthogonal idempotents p, 4 E M with sum 1 and a, /3 E R such that 
a = ap + /3q, hence 
a = $(a + /3)1 + &(a - p)(p - q) E RI + N. (7.2) 
Thus M = RI + N. 
Let s, t E N be symmetries different from il. Then s 0 t E RI. Indeed, let 
p, q be minimal orthogonal idempotents such that s = p - q. Let M = 
Ml1 @ M,, @ Ml2 be the Pierce decomposition of M for p, q, and let 
t = cxp + j?q + r be the corresponding decomposition of t. Then p 0 r = 
q 0 Y = +r, so that 
1 = t2 = (2p + pq + r”) + &(a + /3)r. 
By properties of the Pierce decomposition r2 E Ml, @ M2, [13, p. 119, Lemma 11, 
and (CX + P)Y = 0. If r = 0 then 01~ = p2 = 1 so 01 = -fi since t # f I. If 
r # 0 then 01+ p = 0. Thus in either case t = c@ - q) + r, so that 
s 0 t = (p - q) 0 (Lx@ - q) + r) = oil E Rl, 
and the assertion follows. 
We now show Rl n N = {0}, thus showing that M = Rl @ N. Suppose 
1 = x:,” Xisi , with s, ,..., s, symmetries # &l, and A, ,..., A, E R. Then for 
jE {I,..., n} 
sj =sjO1 =-&0s,ElFU, 
1 
contrary to the assumption that sj # f 1, so 1 6 N, and the sum is direct. 
To construct the real Hilbert space let p be the linear functional on M which is 
1 on 1 and 0 on N. Define a bilinear form on M by 
(a, b) = P(a 0 b). 
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By (7.2) a E M can be written as a = Xl + PFLS with s a symmetry in N. Then if 
a#0 
(a, a) = p(a”) = A2 + p2 # 0, 
so that ( , ) is an inner product on M. Note {1}1 = {a ] P(a 0 1) = 0} = N. 
By (7.2) and M = RI @ N every element of N is a multiple of a symmetry; 
thus if a, b E N then a 0 b E Rl, and therefore (a, b)l = p(a 0 b)l = a 0 b. Thus 
we have 
(a1 + a) 0 (PI + b) = (43 + (a, b))l + (d + Isa), 
which shows that (7.1) holds. It therefore remains to show that M is complete 
with respect to the norm 111 a 111 = p(a2)l12. But if a = u.. + & E M with p and q 
orthogonal minimal idempotents then with 11 a Ij = max( j 01 I, 1 fl [) the J&norm, 
we have from (7.2) 
2-lj2 I/ a II < 2-lj2(a2 + p2)1/2 = 111 a II/ < jl a 11, 
so the two norms are equivalent. 1 
8. JORDAN MATRIX ALGERRA~ 
Let a be any algebra over R with identity 1 and involution *. Let 0!,, denote 
the n x n matrices over CY with A + A* the usual involution (apply * to each 
entry and then transpose). Let H(&) d enote the Hermitian matrices in G& 
(A = A*) with the product A 0 B = $(AB + BA). I f  H(&) is a Jordan algebra 
then we say H(ad,) is a Jordan matrix algebra. 
THEOREM 8.1. Every JB-factor M not of type I, is isomorphic to a Jordan 
matrix algebra H(&). If in addition M is not of type I, then Ol is associative. 
Proof. It is known that a Jordan algebra with identity is isomorphic to a 
Jordan matrix algebra H(&) with n > 3 if and only if the identity 1 is the sum 
of n strongly connected idempotents [13, Theorem 5, p. 1331. Furthermore Q! 
will be associative if n > 4 [13, Theorem 1, p. 1271. We apply this result to the 
different types of JB-factors. 
1. I f  M is of type 1, , 3 ,< n < co, then by Corollary 6.6 and Theorem 6.10 
the identity is the sum of n strongly connected idempotents. 
2. Suppose M is of type I, . I f  the identity is the supremum of an infinite 
set of orthogonal minimal idempotents, divide these idempotents into four sets 
of equal cardinality {pa”>, i = 1,2, 3,4, and let pi = va pa%. Then ci pi = 1 and 
by Corollary 6.6, Lemma 6.8, and Theorem 6.10 the pi are all strongly connected. 
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I f  it should happen that no such infinite set of idempotents exists, then 1 is 
the sum of arbitrarily large finite subsets of orthogonal minimal idempotents, so 
statement 1 applies. 
3. Suppose M is not of type I. By Theorem 6.9, 1 = p + 4 with p N q via a 
symmetry s. Applying Theorem 6.9 again to p we have p = p, + pa with 
p, -pa via a symmetry t. Define qi = U,p, . Then qi + qz = q, and so 
1 =p,+pz+q1+q2 with qlwpl via s, p,~pa via t, p,Nq2 via s. By 
Lemma 6.5 and Corollary 6.6 all pairs among {p, , p, , q1 , q2) are strongly 
connected, concluding the proof. I 
LEMMA 8.2. Let H(&), n > 3, be a Jordan matrix algebra which is also a 
JB-algebra. Then for each a E a, a*a = aa* = 0 implies a = 0. 
Proof. Let {&) be the matrix units for 0& . I f  a E 02 let A = a*Elz + aE,, . 
Then ,;1 E H(&) and A2 = a*aE,, + aa*Ez2. Thus if a*a = aa* = 0 then 
A2 = 0, hence A = 0, since H(&) is a JB-algebra. Thus a = 0. 1 
PROPOSITION 8.3. A JB-factor M of type I, (3 < n < 00) isjinite dimensional, 
and thus the JB-fmtors of these types are precisely the n x n Jordan matrix 
algebras over the reals, complexes, or the quaternions, or the exceptional algebra 
Mz8-the 3 x 3 Jordan matrix algebra over the Cayley numbers. 
Proof. By Theorem 8.1 w’e can identify M with H(Q&). We will show that if 
a Jordan matrix algebra H(&), n >, 3, is also a JB-algebra then Cpc, and hence 
H(&), is finite dimensional. 
We will use a result of Albert [l], which says that an alternative quadratic 
algebra over R is finite dimensional. (A quadratic algebra is an algebra with 
identity in which every element satisfies a quadratic over R and every element 
generates a subalgebra which is also a field. An algebra is alternative if the 
identities (a2)b = a(ab) and b(a2) = (ba)a hold.) 
We first show that each a E GY satisfies a quadratic. Note that the set H(OT) of 
Hermitian elements in n equals RI. Indeed, if {Eij}lGjcn are the matrix units 
in G& then since C,” E,, = 1 and H(&) is a JB-factor of type I, , each Eii is a 
minimal idempotent. Thus 
(aEii / a E H(a)) = {EiiMEii} = [WE,, , 
and.H(@ = Rl, as asserted. Therefore, if a E 02 there is X E R such that a - X1 
is skew adjoint, hence (a - X1)2 is Hermitian, so in Rl. Say, (a - h1)2 = ~1. 
Then a satisfies the quadratic a2 - 2ha + (h2 - p) = 0. 
It is known [13, Theorem 1, p. 1271 that if H(&) is Jordan, 1z 3 3, then G? is 
alternative. It remains to show that for each a E 02, Rl + Ra is a field. Suppose a 
satisfies the quadratic a2 - ala - /31 1 0. If  p # 0 then clearly a is invertible in 
607/28/r-4 
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Rl + E&z. If j? = 0 then a2 = cuz. But then either a = 0 or a = ~1. Indeed, 
since 6Z is alternative 
(u”u)u = u*(u”) = a*(ffu) = lY(u*u), (8.1) 
u(uu*) = (u”)u* = (ci#)u” = a(uu*). (8.2) 
Both au* and u*u are Hermitian, hence in Rl. If both are zero then by Lemma 
8.2, a = 0, and if one of them is nonzero then by (8.1) and (8.2), a = orl. This 
completes the proof that M is finite dimensional. 
Finally, the last statement of the proposition follows from the Jordan-von 
Neumann-Wigner classification of finite-dimensiorral formally real Jordan 
algebras [15]. An alternative proof is provided by the fact that finite-dimensional 
alternative division algebras over R must be either the reals, complexes, quater- 
nions, or the Cayley numbers; see, e.g., [19, p. 2341. [ 
LEMMA 8.4. Let H(G&), n > 3, be a Jordan matrix algebra which is also a 
JB-algebra. Assume 02 is associative. Then A*A = 0 if and only zf A = 0, and 
A*A>OforullA~&. 
Proof. We assert that if A E csl, then a(A*A) u (0) = a(AA*) u (0). Let 
% be any associative algebra over R with identity, and let @+ be % with the 
Jordan product a 0 b = .$(ub + bu). Then for elements of %+, Jordan inverses 
in a’+ coincide with associative inverses [13, p. 511. Thus if BE H(&) C &+ 
then B is Jordan invertible in GY% + if and only if B is invertible in QZ,, . Thus 
a(B) = {h E R 1 hl - B is not invertible in &}. Now a standard argument shows 
that in any associative algebra over i&! with identity 1, if 0 # h E R then ub - Xl 
is invertible if and only if bu - Xl is invertible. The assertion follows. 
As a consequence of the preceding it follows that if a E 02 and u*u = 0 then 
a = 0. Indeed, if (&} are the matrix units in G& and A = uE,, , then A*A = 0. 
By the above 0 = AA* = au*&, , so Lemma 8.2 implies a = 0. 
We assert that if A*A < 0 then A = 0. Indeed, if a E 6Y then 
0 < Ei,(~*Eij + uEji)2Eii = u*uEii ) 
SO if A = Ci,j uiiEii then A* = & uj*,Eij , and 
Thus u~~u,~E,~ = 0, and therefore by the preceding paragraph uki = 0 for all 
k, i. Thus A = 0, as asserted. 
Note that in particular A*A = 0 implies A = 0. 
Let A E CYm . By spectral theory there exist Bl , B, > 0 in H(&) such that 
A*A = Bl - B2 and BIB2 = 0. Now (AB,)*(AB,) = B,A*AB, = -Bz” < 0, 
so by the preceding paragraph AB, = 0, hence B, = 0, and A*A > 0. 1 
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We are now in the position where we can construct the GNS-representation 
due to a state on a J&algebra which is a Jordan matrix algebra over an 
associative algebra. 
LEMMA 8.5. Let H(&), n > 3, be a Jordan matrix algebra which is also a 
JB-algebra. Assume 0l is associative. Let p be a state on H(0&). Then there exist 
a complex Hilbert space H,, , a Jordan homomorphism rp of H(&) into the self- 
adjoint operators on H, , and a unit vector 6, in H, , such that for L4 E H(&), 
<A> P> = (~,(A)& 9 0. 
Proof. Extend p to all of 6Yn by defining it to be zero on skew-adjoint elements 
of G& . By Lemma 8.4, p is a linear functional on G& such that p(A*A) 3 0 for 
all A E G& . If  I&+ is the set of operators A*A, il E G& then an+ is a cone and 
the map B -+ A*BA maps GZn+ into itself. Thus if we define I/ A 11 = /j A*A Ill/’ 
then // AB II2 = 11 B*A*AB I/ < 11 B*(IIA*A Il)B ]I < /j A iI2 // B 112, and 
j/ A + B /I2 = (l(A* + B*)(A + B)lj 
= sup(A*A + B*B + B*A + A*B, w;> 
UJEK 
< sup[(A*A, W) + (B*B, W) + 2(A*A, u)I/~(B*B, wj1/2] 
OSK 
< II A 1:’ + II B II2 + 2 II A II II B II = (I’ A I’ + II B il12> 
where K is the state space of H(&). 
Since the norm completeness of H(G&) implies 6!% is norm complete, 6&, with 
the norm ]I I] is a real Banach algebra. Thus the usual GNS-construction is 
applicable to &; see [IO, Proposition 2.4.41, which is stated for algebras over the 
complexes, but whose proof is valid for real Banach algebras. We can therefore 
find a real Hilbert space H, a *-homomorphism rr of GYn into the bounded 
operators on H, and a unit vector 5 in H such that cL4, p> = (n(A)E, 6) for all 
AE&. 
Finally, let H, be the complexification of H. Then the injection of H into H, 
induces an isometric imbedding of the bounded operators on H into those on 
H, . The injection is also a *-isomorphism, so the image of r(H(&)) consists 
of self-adjoint operators. (It is a JC-algebra by Lemma 9.3 below.) Let rp be 
the composition of n and the injection of H into H, , and [, the image of [. 1 
THEOREM 8.6. Every JB-factor M except iI!& is isomorphic to a JC-algebra. 
Proof. We have already shown that I,-factors are isomorphic to JC-algebras 
(Proposition 7.1). It is a classical result of Albert and Paige [2] that Ma* is not 
special, and so cannot be isomorphic to a JC-algebra. All other JB-factors are by 
Theorem 8.1 and Proposition 8.3 isomorphic to a Jordan matrix algebra H(&) 
with Q? associative. We will show that such JB-factors are isomorphic to 
JC-algebras. 
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Let K be the state space of M and El the Hilbert space direct sum CDEK @ H, , 
where H, is given by Lemma 8.5. Let 7r = CpoK mp be the direct sum of the repre- 
sentations 7r,, on H, found in Lemma 8.5. Then for A E Oln 
On the other hand Ij r,,(A)[, iI2 = (A*A, p) so 
II ~,(412 3 U*A P>. 
Thus 
II A /I2 >, II .rr(412 3 2; (A*4 P> = II A*A II = II A II29 
so q is an isometry. Therefore the image of M in B(H)--the bounded operators 
on H-is a JC-algebra. 1 
For pure states we can sharpen the above result. The following proposition 
will not be needed in the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 8.7. Let A be a JB-algebra and p a pure state on A. Let q,, be the 
Jordan homomorphism of A into A defined by p in Proposition 5.6. Then the strong 
closure of v,(A) in A is a JB-factor of type I. 
Proof. Let M be the strong closure of v,(A) in A. By Proposition 5.6, M is a 
JB-factor. If M c MS8 then M is of type I; otherwise M is isomorphic to a 
JC-algebra by Theorem 8.6. In particular, by [29, Theorem 7.11, a state w on M 
is pure if and only if its kernel I,,, = (a E M j W(a2) = 0} is a maximal quadratic 
ideal (a quadratic ideal is a linear subspace 1 of M with I;rab E I whenever a E 1, 
b E M). Since every state of M majorized by a multiple of p is itself strongly 
continuous, p is a pure state on M. Thus I,, is a strongly closed maximal quadratic 
ideal. Since 1, is a Jordan algebra, it has an identity e, which equals I-supp (p). 
Since M, is a quadratic ideal for each idempotent p in M, the maximality of 1, 
implies that supp (p) is a minimal idempotent. Thus M is of type I. 1 
9. IDEALS AND REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we prove our main representation theorem for JB-algebras. 
Let A be a JB-algebra. By a Jordan ideal in A we shall mean a norm closed 
linear subspace J of A such that a E J, b E A implies a o b E J. From the identity 
U,a = 2b 0 (b 0 a) - b2 0 a it follows that U,a E J whenever a or b belongs to J. 
We say a family (ua) in J is an increasing approximate identity for J if (i) 
O~u,~1,(ii)(~\(~impliesu,~u~,(iii)lim,~/a-~~~a~~=Oforalla~J. 
If A/J is given the quotient norm we let a + a + J be the canonical homo- 
morphism of A onto A/J. 
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We shall first show that A/J is a J&algebra. The proof is modeled on the 
analogous one for C*-algebras, as found in [IO]. 
LEMMA 9.1. Let J be a Jordan ideal in the JB-algebra A. Then J has an 
increasing approximate identity (Us) such that for all a E A we have 
jj a + Jjj = lim 11 a - u, 0 a 11 = lim I/ U,L1-la 1:. a a 
Proof. Let A be the set of finite subsets of J ordered by inclusion. For 
01 = {a, ,..., a,} E A let v, = CL, ai2, U, = V~ 0 ((l/n)1 + vJ1. Then u, E J, 
and by spectral theory 0 < U, < 1. On the other hand 
jj Uu,-l(ai2) = UuG-l(vol) = n-%, 0 [i 1 + va)-2 d in. 
In particular 
Uu,-l(ad2) < tn, i = l,..., 72.. 
Now if a, b E A then 
II Uab2 II = II ut,a2 Il. 
Indeed, by Eq. (2.26) 
II Ud2 II2 = I~b4Wa2WP411 
d lIPa Iliab241, 
so that Ij U,b2 I/ < II U,a2 11, and (9.2) follows by symmetry. 
Let a, b E A with b > 0. Then we have 
II a 0 b II2 < II Uab II II b Il. 
Indeed, (a 0 b)2 = &( U,b) o b + &U,b2 + tU6a2, so by (9.2) we have 
II a 0 b II2 < tll Ud II II b II + Qll Ud2 II 
d ill Ud II II b II + 41 Uczb II II b IL 
and (9.3) follows. In particular by (9.1) 




Thus for all a E J+, and therefore by linearity for all a E J, lj(u, - 1) o a II -+ 0 
with 01. In particular (ua) is an approximate unit. By spectral theory it follows 
(see [lo, p. 16-j) that (u,J is an increasing approximate unit. 
Let b E J. Then U, o b --+ b. Therefore if a E A 
7 7 
11~ II a - u, 0 a II = hm II a - U, 0 a + b - u, o b I/ 
= $ IIU - u,> 0 (a + @II 
< II a + b II. 
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Thus 
so the first equality in the lemma follows. To show the second let a E A. Then 
u,o-l(4 = a + c, (9.4) 
where c = U,, 
(1 
(u) - 2u, 0 a E J. I f  b E J then by (9.1), U,=-,(b) -+ 0. Thus 
@ II Uu,-1(4l = @ II ut&&-I(~ + VII < II a + b II, (95) 
where the last inequality follows since 11 U, - 1 II < 1, so the norm of 
I/ UuolM1 1 < 1. Thus by (9.4) and (9.5) 
II a + JII G I@ II uua-&)ll G @ II VA,-44 
d g II a + b II = II a + J II. 
The proof is complete. 1 
LEMMA 9.2. Let J be a Jordan ideal in a JB-algebra A. Then A/J with its 
natural Jordan product and quotient norm is a JB-algebra. 
Proof. We have to show that if a, b E A then 
(i) II 0 0 b + Jll < II a + JII II b + Jll, 
(3 II a2 + JII = II a + Jl12, 
(iii) II a2 + JII < II a2 + b2 + JII. 
Let a, b E A. Then 
IIaob+JII =$$Iaob+cll 
G ,if;l,fJ II@ + 4 0 (b + 411 
G ,i;,fJ II a + c II II b + d II 
= 11’~ + Jll II b + JIL 
Thus (i) follows, and in particular, II a2 + J II < II a + Jlj”. To prove the 
converse inequality in (ii), let a E A. Note that if b E A, II b Ij < 1, then ( Uba)2 = 
U,{ab2a} < U,(u2). Thus 11 Ua(a)l12 < 11 U,(u2)ll. In particular if (u,) is the 
approximate identity found in Lemma 9.1 
II a + J II2 = l@ II ~u,-I(4112 < l+ II Uu,-da2)ll = II a2 + .I IO 
and (ii) is proved. 
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Finally, we show (iii). Since for a E A, UU~~l(u2) 3 0, Uu,-r(a2) is itself a 
square. Thus by Lemma 9.1, if a, b E A 
LEMMA 9.3. Let A and B be JB-algebras and 9): A + B a Jordan homo- 
morphism such that v( 1) = 1. Th en p(A) is a JB-algebra, and if q~ is injective then 
‘p is isometric. 
Proof. Let a E A and C(a) be the JB-subalgebra of A generated by a and 1. 
By Proposition 2.3, C(u) is identified with a real C(X), so if v is injective it 
follows from well-known arguments that jj a 11 = /I p(a)ll, hence y is isometric. 
In the general case let J be the kernel of y. By Lemma 9.2, A/J is a JB-algebra 
and the induced homomorphism 9): A/J -+ B is an isomorphism onto v(A). By 
the above q is isometric, so its image is complete, hence is a JB-algebra. i 
It is known that no set of identities exists characterizing special Jordan algebras 
among all Jordan algebras [13, Theorem 2, p. II]. However, there do exist 
identities satisfied by all special Jordan algebras but not by all Jordan algebras, 
“s-identities.” In what follows f (a, 6, c) = 0 will be any such s-identity in three 
variables not satisfied by Ma8 (cf. [13, Theorem 12, p. 511 for an example). 
LEMMA 9.4. For a JB-algebra A the following are equivalent: 
(i) A is special, 
(ii) f (a, b, c) = 0 for all a, b, c E A, 
(iii) A is isomorphic to a JC-algebra. 
Proof. The implications (iii) * (if * II are trivial. We show (ii) + (iii). (“)
Let p be a pure state of A, c(p) its central support in A, and 9’r, the associated 
factor representation (cf. Proposition 5.6). Since y,(A) is strongly dense in 
A,.(,, the Kaplansky density theorem (Proposition 3.9) shows that the unit ball in 
v,(A) is strongly dense in that of &.cD) . Sincef (v&4, db), dc)) = df(a, by 4) 
for all a, b, c E A, it follows from the strong continuity of multiplication on 
bounded sets (Proposition 3.7) that the identity holds in &tp) . By Theorem 8.6, 
A CM is isomorphic to a JC-algebra, hence Lemma 9.3 shows v,(A) is isomorphic 
to a JC-algebra. 
Let B = C,,@,,(A) be the direct sum of the algebras v,(A), p a pure state (i.e., 
pointwise operations with /j zD (a), /I = sup,, II(a), II). Clearly B is isomorphic to a 
JC-algebra. The map u-+x:, v,,(a) is an isomorphism since the pure states 
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separate points, so by Lemma 9.3, A is isomorphic to the JB-algebra which is 
the image of A in B. Thus A is isomorphic to a JC-algebra. 1 
THEOREM 9.5. Let A be a JB-algebra. Then there is a unique Jordan ideal J 
in A such that A/J has a faithful isometric Jordan representation as a JC-algebra, 
and every factor representation of A not annihilating J is onto the exceptional 
algebra MS8. 
Proof. Let J be the Jordan ideal generated by (f(a, b, c) 1 a, b, c E A). Note 
that if VP: A + B is a homomorphism then the identity f (a, b, c) = 0 holds in 
cp(A) if and only if J C ker ‘p. In particular this identity holds in A/J, so by 
Lemma 9.4, A/J is isomorphic to a JC-algebra. 
If  v  is any factor representation not annihilating J then the identity 
f (a, b, c) = 0 fails in v(A), so the strong closure of q(A) must equal MS* by 
Theorem 8.6, hence v(A) = MS*. 
To prove uniqueness suppose J’ is another Jordan ideal with the same proper- 
ties. Since A/J’ is special, J’ must contain J by Lemma 9.4. Now each factor 
representation p of Al J induces a factor representation q of A. Since each such 9” 
is not onto M3*, $? must annihilate J’. Since A/J admits a faithful family of 
factor representations, J’ C J follows. 1 
Remark 9.6. Instead of using s-identities as in Lemma 9.4 we could prove 
Theorem 9.5 by using structure space techniques. We then let the structure 
space Prim A consist of the kernels of all factor representations equipped with 
the hull-kernel topology. The crucial lemma is to show that the set C = 
(ker p E Prim A 1 p(A) is a JB-factor of type I, , n < 3) is closed in Prim A. The 
ideal J inTheorem 9.5 is defined as kernel (T), where T = {ker v  E Prim A 1 y(A) 
is isomorphic to a JC-algebra). I f  S = {ker 9) E Prim A 1 v(A) c MS8} we have 
J n ker (S) = (0) by Th eorem8.6. Since C is closed the proof is easily completed. 
Remark 9.7. In the case that A is a separable JB-algebra, then the proof of 
Theorem 9.5 can be greatly simplified. For every relatively exposed state p 
of a general JB-algebra A, the weak closure of the representation v,(A) can be 
seen to be a JB-factor of type I. I f  A is separable, then by a theorem of Mazur 
and Milman [23, p. 571 the exposed (and a fortiori the relatively exposed) states 
of A will be w*-dense among all pure states. Thus, in this case it will suffice to do 
all our general analysis of JB- factors for those of type 1, and to restrict attention 
to minimal idempotents. Note that the Mazur-Milman theorem cannot be 
generalized to the nonseparable case, even if the term “exposed” is replaced by 
“relatively exposed.” We are indebted to R. Phelps for this observation, which is 
based on Proposition 2.1 of [8]. (By the Hahn-Banach theorem the algebraic 
exposed points of [8; Proposition 2.11 are the same as the relatively exposed 
points.) Hence it is not possible to use a “relativized” Mazur-Milman theorem 
to prove Theorem 9.5 in the general case.However, it will follow fromTheorem 
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9.5 and [29; Theorem 7.11 that all pure states of a J&algebra are relatively 
exposed (cf. Proposition 8.7). 
Remark 9.8. It might be expected that Theorem 9.5 could be improved in the 
sense that A is the direct sum of A/J and J. This is not true, as the following 
exampIe shows. 
For n = 1, 2,..., let A, = IM,s. Let A C Cn @ A, consist of all convergent 
sequences (a,), where a, = (x&+1,2,3 E M3*, and xz + 0 for i # j. Then it is 
easy to show that with pointwise operations A is a J&algebra, J = {(a,)] a, + 0}, 
and A/J is three-dimensional and associative. 
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